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Tuition · likely to 
• increase 
By Barbara Norris 
In addition to mandatory fee 
increases. students in the U niver-
sity System of New Hampshire will-
most likely face tuition increases. 
according to Richard Morse. 
chairman of the System's Board of 
Trustees. 
Morse said it is "premature" to 
estimate the amount of increase 
since no tuition decision will be 
made until a supplemental state 
budget is approved by the state 
Legislature . 
This budget could be approved 
as "early as mid-May or as late as 
June." he said. 
"We've been trying hard to keep 
increases to a minimum.·• he said, 
"but it appears there won't be 
sufficient funds from the state." 
The board approved a $31.5 
million budget request for the next 
at UNH 
1wo-year budget period, but Morse 
said this request will probably not 
pass. 
"Funds will most likely 
decrease," he said. "Coupled with 
inflation it will be difficult to 
maintain the current level of 
services and salaries." 
Room and board increases were 
approved by the Board last 
Saturday. The cost of a single 
room will rise from $1.275 to 
$1 .374. a 7.8 percent increase. 
Students will have to pay $1.214 
for a double room next year, up 
Jrom $1.125. presenting a 7.9 
percent increase. 
The Memorial Union Fee will 
increase by $5 to $50. and the 
Student activity fee will rise by $4 
to $42. The Health Fee will also 
) 
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University System 
budget is approved 
By Joe Battenfeld 
KEENE- A $35 million 1983-
1985 Unin!rsity System Capital 
Budget request was unanimously 
approved by the Board of Trustees 
Saturday. 
In the Budget, the construction 
of a $2 million health facility to 
replace Hood House is one of 
UN H's number one priorities. 
Also req uestcd in UN H's 
budget. which totals over $13 
million. is: 
-two and a half million dollars for 
additions and modifications to the 
1 Field House. 
-$263.000 for Hazardous Waste 
removal. 
-$404.000 for insulation of roofs. 
Acco r.d i n g to R i ch a rd 
Morse.chairman of the trustees. 
the budget request will probably 
not be passed by the New 
Hampshire state legislature. 
Hut before UNH's requests are 
sent to the legislature May I, they 
will be prioritized by the Board of 
, Trustees with requests from the 
other state campuses. 
This. so-called "system-wide 
prioritization" will have the effect 
Charlie Daniels and his band played at UNH Sunday night. Revlew, page 13. (Tim Skeer photo) 
-over 5 million for Phase Ill of 
energy conservation measures. · 
-$500.000 for Health Studies. Arts. 
and Physical Plant Facilities. 
· of setting each campus in 
competition among themselves for 
funds. The motion to consider 
system priorities was carried after 
an unusually close 9-8 vot-e, with 
UNH President Evelyn Handler 
opposed . Two dean • vacancies are finally filled 
Le~gthy search e~ds for Liberal Arts and Engineering Colleges 
By Joe Battenfeld 
Dr. Otis Sproul will be the new 
Dean of the College of Engineering 
and Physical Sciences at UNH. 
Sproul. currently the Chairman 
,,of the Civil Engineering 
Department of Ohio State 
University. was unanimously 
approved by the Board of Trustees 
Saturday. In addition. Sproul was 
given tenure as a Professor of Civil 
Enginecring. 
· Sproul. 52. will not be a 
newcomer to New England. He 
earned his bachelor's and master's 
degrees in science from the 
University of Maine at Orono. He 
also taught ·at Maine from 1961-
1977. 
He said he is "very pleased and 
confident" at his appointment. and 
is looking forward to his deanship. 
starting Aug. I. 
Sproul will not make a big 
transition from teachc;,r to 
administrator. He said at Ohio 
State he docs \Try little teaching 
anvwav. 
;'Ch;tirpcrsons at Ohio State are 
most Iv full-time administrators." 
he said. 
Gordon Haaland. · Vice-
President of· Academic Affairs. 
assisted President Handler in 
making the final decision on 
By Joe Battenfeld Spr.ouf He said Sproul- .chosen 
from among 200 applicants.had a 
"combination of experience and 
understanding -of universities." 
S roul· saicf (JN H has a "very 
:-.Lrtfng taculty." but he intends on 
strengthening areas that need it. 
The search for a new Dean of 
Liberal Arts has ended. but the 
man for the job has been at UN H 
all along. 
Palmer has been teaching at 
UN H since 1955. and received his 
bachelor's.masters and doctoral 
degrees from Yale University. 
Palmer secs the role of a liberal 
arts dean as helping to "take the 
lead in providing the best possible 
conditions for faculty and students 
to carry out their proper work." 
"I understand some problems at 
UNH. but I want to sec if my first 
impressions arc validated before I 
SPROlJL, page 8 
Dr. Stuart Palmer. professor 
and chairman of the Sociology 
Department. was approved by the 
Board of Trustees Saturday and 
will take over from interim Dean 
Roland Kimball June I 
"A college of liberal arts ... is 
PALMER. page 8 
The recovery of an alcoholic 
This is the last of three articles. 
By Leslie MacPherson 
Paul. a non-traditional student at thirty-six. is 
just beginning his undergraduate career in 
psychology. with learnings towards counseling. 
Paul is also a recovering alcoholic. 
Last Wednesdav while sitting in the Tallv Ho 
restaurant with a -cup of coffee ~in his hand:Paul 
described himself as idealistic. He is soft-spoken. 
and wears a 42nd Street T-shirt. He wants to know 
if it\ alright if he lights up a cigarette. It\ one habit 
he hasn't given up yet. but says he will eventually. 
At the beginning of his life. Paul said he was an 
"idealistic kid." He came from a lower middle class 
family and all necessities were provided. He was 
intelligent and ne,-cr had a discipline problem: he 
had nC\er touched alcohol or other drugs. 
"In high school. I was considered the bright 
one," he said. "But inside, I always felt different." 
Things were not always pleasant at home. His 
father. a chronic alcoholic "was into success. 
money. and following the crowd." He drank 
throughout his marriage. and there were fights, a 
beating. Most of the anger. howewr. was directed 
towards Paul's brother. The holidays were 
especially bad. but "I never saw it." said Paul. 
"( My father) was a typical Archie Bunker type." 
said Paul. "I leaned towards the arts. which is not 
manly. The only time he showed any feelings was 
when he was drunk. I loved the way people seemed 
when they were drunk." 
After high school. he couldn't seem to find any 
direction. One year was spent at a business college 
in Manchester. but he came "close to ha,·ing a 
nervous breakdown" because of homesickness and 
a had living situation. 
ALCOHOL oaee 9 
Handler said system-wide 
prioritization would be "counter-
productive;" because all the 
requests are needed . 
· In the o_riginal Budget request, 
each campus set their own 
priorities independently. Handler 
said UN H's internal priorities were 
"carefully designed," and she · 
urged the Board not to upset the 
"months and months"· of work 
involved to establish them. 
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NEWS IN BRIEF 
IIITERIATIOftAL 
British take South Georgia Island 
LON DON--British marines strengthened their position on South 
Georgia Island by taking the island's second harbor of Leith, the · 
Defense Ministry announced in London yesterday. , -
According to the ministry, about 150 Argentines have been taken 
prisoner since the marines landed on the island after British 
helicopters , attacked an Argentine sub fn the main harbor of 
Grytviken. ' 
No casualties were reported and sources said that British forces 
were likely to attack the main Falkland Islands within the next 48 
hours . Indirect negotiations were suspended by Argentina, who is 
taking its case against Britain to the 21 member Organization of 
American State·s. ' 
Sii_1ai returned to Egypt 
, RAFAH, Egypt--Egyptians in Rafah and t~e rest of Egypt 
celebrated the final return of the Sinai peninsula alter nearly 15 ye~us 
· of occupation but violence betw~c~ Israeli troops and . Palestine 
protesters continued on the Israeli side of the new frontier. 
Scattered violence also occurred on the West Bank of t~e J.orda~ 
River as Palestinian nationalists opposed to the Egypt1a!1-lsraeh 
peace treaty injured one policeman by throwing stones a~ him. Tw~ 
Palestinian stone throwers were wounded by returning Israeli 
gunfire. 
NATIONAL 
Hinckley pleads insanity 
WASHINGTON--John W. Hinkley, President Reagan's 
attempted assassin could go free · if found innocent because of 
insanity prosecuters said yesterday. . . _ . 
Hinckley, 26, is charged in a 13 count indictment lor the shooting 
of President Reagan, White House press secretary James Bra~y, a 
Secret Service agent and a Washington policeman . He has ~dm1t~ed 
to the shootings but contends he is innocent by reason of ins~mty. 
Until March 5 a successful insanity plea would have automatically 
sent Hinckley to a mental institution but because of a U.S. Court of 
Appeals ruling on that date, Hinckley m~y be set free. Prosecuters 
want jurors now being selected for the tnal to know th~t a plea of 
insanity won't necessarily result in Hinckley\ detention before 
deciding his fate. 
I 
LOCAL-
Gray to lecture -at UNH 
DUR HA M--Pa ul E. Gray, the 14th president of the 
Massachusetts l_nstitute of Technology will give a lecture on "Higher 
Education and Business: New Modes of Cooperation" at UNH. 
The lecture, free and open to the public, will be held Thursday', 
April 29 at 7:30 p.m. in the Berkshire Room of the New England 
Center. 
Nuclear war film to be shown 
DUR H AM--A film and panel discussion on "Nuclear Weapons 
a~d Nuclear Warfare: Medical, Psychological and Moral Issues" 
will be presented ftee to the public on Thursday, April 29, at'2.:30 in 
UN H's Horton Social Science Center. 
The film, "The Last Epidemic," will depict the consequences of 
nuclear war and the effect a nuclear war would have on the medical 
system. Dr. Maurice Cion and Dr. Jonathan Fine will be discussing 
the film and issues of nuclear war 
Also _on the panel will be Profess~r Paul Brockelman, dep~rtment 
of Philosophy and Professor Tony Nevin, department of 
Psychology at UN H discussing the moral and osvchological 
consequenc~s. of nu~lea~ war. Reverend David Grainger, , UN H 
Campus M 1rnstry, will discuss moral and theological issues related 
to _nuclear war. 
Weather 
. Today will have occasional heavy rain lasting until tonight with 
highs around 58 according to the National Weather Service in 
Concord . Tonight's and tomorrow's highs will be in the 40\ followed 
by cloudy 'ikies and occasional drinles Wednesda y. 
PRO.FILE , 
Sam Smith: a UNH professor 
with all the student's answers 
By Steve Oamish 
About ten troubled students tell 
their problems to Dr. Sam Smith 
each week. And about one of the 
ten is a "serious" case. 
Anorexics, depressed people, 
and confused students all seek 
advice from Smith. They don't 
seem to care if he is a biochemist 
and has no background at all in 
counseling. 
"I don't know anything about 
counseling," said Smith. "Honest I 
don't. I had one stupid psychology 
course in college. J would far 
sooner talk academics than 
science." 
But the lines outside room 407 of 
Kendall Hall are ever-present and 
never short. Smith, a professor in 
UNH's Animal Sciences 
Department, estimates that he 
spends 80 percent of his time 
listening to student disclose- their 
problems. 
"I don't know what to do with all 
of them," said Smith with a smile. 
"They're uptight, under pressure. I 
don't think that's the way college 
should be. College should be fun. 
"You see students who don't 
enjoy living and you wonder what 
we're ( UN H staff) doing." 
Smith's popul~rity stems back 
to the early · 1970\ when he 
designed and began teaching the 
course, Animal, Foods and Man, a 
semester-long course which 
teaches stude11ts basic nutition. At 
first just 75 students enrolled in the 
course. Now 750 take it. . 
And as students were introduced 
to Smith's warm disposition and 
undying sense of humor. they 
began to introduce themselves and 
their problems to him. 
"It started so slowly that we 
didn't realize it,"said Smith's wife, 
Betty, assistant of the course. 
"It was just someone with a 
problem. You don't realize it until 
you take time to sit back and look 
at all the different problems." 
Born in 1934, Smith doesn't 
exhibit the physical characteristics 
of a man nearing age 50. He's part 
bald on his forehead, but the hair is 
a youthful black . His sturdy 5'9" 
frame and tan complexion is 
interrupted only by the thick black 
frames of his eyeglasses. 
His optimistic outlook on life 
and congenial personality keep the 
two old.wooden chairs in his office 
· constantly occupied. 
"He gives the impression in class 
that he's interested in people and 
wants to help them," · said 
sophomore Mike Hannan. 
Hannan, · a Sawyer resident 
assistant and physical education 
major, was asked by a hall resident 
· for· ways in which he could lose 
weight. Hannan, fittingly, asked 
Smith. 
"We talked about what he eats 
and what he should eat," said 
Hannan. "I could talk to him 
about anything I wanted to." 
Smith and his wife of 27 years, 
own a farm on Durham Point 
Road. But because of his increase 
in popularity with the students, 
both have had their gardening 
hours cut short. This year they 
were unable to tap the trees for 
maple syrup, one of their favorite 
_, pastimes. 
, "I don't think the numbers are 
greater," Smith said, "but I think 
the problems are more difficult to 
feel because of the uncertainty in 
SAM SMITH SMITH, pa~e 5 
Judicial system could change 
By David P. Foster 
Students involved in minor 
violations of University rules may 
face a faculty or staff hearing 
officer next fall. They are now 
judged by the student-dominated 
residential area judicial boards. 
The change to hearing officers is 
one of several recommendations 
designed to "streamline the UN H 
Judicial System," ' Dean of 
Students Gregg Sanborn told the 
Student Senate on Sunday. 
Sanborn presented the 
recommendations to the Senate on 
behalf of a special Judicial Review 
Committee, which has been 
studying the judicial system "for 
the good part of a year," he said. 
-fhe Senate will vote on the 
recommendations at its meeting 
next Sunday. 
Some senators expressed doubt 
about the proposed change. 
Michael Magnuson said the 
Senate's student services council 
had reviewed the proposal. They 
thought it restricted students 
rights, he said. 
"We thought it right to keep 
open the option for students to be 
judged by their peers," Magnuson 
said . 
Magnuson introduced an 
amendment to give students an 
option of having their case heard 
by either a hearing officer or an 
area judicial board. 
Sa.nborn sa id he thought such an 
amendment would allo~· students 
to take advantage of the system. 
"I agree that we have to protect 
students' rights. But we also have 
to protect the rights of those whose 
rights have been violated," 
Sanborn said. 
"People who bring charges 
should not have to go a long period 
of time before their case comes 
before the judicial board," 
Sanborn said. 
"Many people don't think it is 
worth it bringing charges through 
the system, if it takes weeks or even 
months, as ii-does now," Sanborn 
said. 
Magnuson's amendment also 
allowed students the chance to 
appeal a hearing officer's decision . 
Sanborn's proposal allowed for no 
such appeal, but he said that he 
wb uld be willing to accept 
, Magnuson's amendment. 
The hearing officers would be 
faculty members, Residential Life 
staff members, and other UN H 
staff members. They would hear 
cases and determine penalties for 
all infractions of University rules 
that do not result in suspension or 
dismissal from the University . 
New drinking rules are 
unanimously approved 
By David P. Foster 
UN H students appearing before the Judicial Board for a rule 
infraction "where alcohol is determined to be a precipitating factor" 
will face harsher penalties than they would if they broke the same 
rule while sober. a new student rule states . 
The Student Senate unanimously approved the new rule on 
Sunday. Dean of Students Gregg Sanborn, representing the UN H 
Alcohol Advisory Committee, presented the proposed rule to the 
Senate . 
The new rule also requires that inebriated rule-breakers attend a 
three-part alcohol education workshop . "Repeat offenses where 
alcohol was a precipitating factor wil have additional and more 
severe sanction," the rule states. 
Determining whether students are under the influence will not be a 
problem Sanborn said . 
"About 750i of the students wh o are brought before the Judicial 
Board do n0t contest the char.ge, " he said . 
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Summer job outlook 
bleak for this year . 
By Mary Doyle 
Career Planning and Placement 
have received half as many 
requests from employ~rs for 
summer employment this year, 
showing that the availability of 
summer jobs is slim, Director of 
Career Planning and Placement 
Ed Doherty said. 
"What is open is along the lines 
· of camp counseling, reso~t work, 
and clerking. In counselmg you 
can make $1,000 for the whole 
summer, if you are lucky. Things 
are much tighter this year and 
much more competitive,'' Doherty 
said. ' 
In addition, high technology 
companies such as Digital and 
Data Genreal have not sent their 
yearly requests to the UN~ Field 
Experience Program and 1f they 
plan to they are committing 
are having a hiring freeze. A lot ot · 
people will be lucky with what they 
get," he said. 
State and Federal employment 
offices apparently will not brighten 
the gloomy picture . 
The New Hampshire Depart-
ment of Employment Security in 
Dover reported no job requests 
from local employers and few 
positions in national parks. 
"Usually some Federal jobs 
filter down. but not this year," a 
manager of the department said. 
The Federal Job Information 
Center in Portsmouth said they 
were accepting applications until 
May 15. A few Navy Yard, 
chamber maid, and waitress 
positions are available, especially 
if the person falls into a low income 
range. Center Manager Sweeney 
said. 
. a 1 i ., 
WHEELCHAIR HOOP-The .. Stainless Steelers" beat the men's basketball team by a large margin 
Saturday night in a game played entirely in wheelchairs. The game was part of UN H's Handicap Awareness 
Week. (Tim Skeer photo) · 
. themselves much later, Director of 
Field Experience Bob McCaffery 
said. 
"Say last year Digital_ sent fi~e 
requests, this year the number will 
probably end up being one or two. 
This year we mailed out 9000 
letters to companies and have had 
a 2 percent response rate, whic_h is 
not very good," McCaffery said. 
Low income means $9,300 or 
less a year for a non-farm family of 
four. The U.S. government is 
hiring 750,000 people between 16 
and 21, in thi~; category . 
Caucus wants new bonus system 
Things could pick up June I 
because of vacation replacements 
but finding a job will still be 
difficult, McCaffery said. 
The UNH work study has a 
target of hiring 225 summer work 
study students, the same number 
as last year. 
"Chances of getting a job now is 
a long shot," said Director of 
Financial Aid Richard Craig. By Deirdre Wilson 
The UN H Faculty Caucus, 
passed a resolution yesterday 
objecting to the current system of 
on·e-time bonuses for exceptional 
faculty performance and favoring 
permanent adjustments to base 
salary. 
The resolution also caled for a 
re-definition of the criteri·a 
involved in selecting and 
publicizing bon1:1s re~ipients, if ~he 
University persists tn rewarding 
faculty performance with one-time 
awards. 
These criteria include 
recommttndations for faculty input 
in establishing appropriate criteria 
for the bonuses, and for public 
announcements of bonus 
recipients with given reasons for 
each award. 
Economic Welfare Committee 
Chai rm~_n Ha_ rv~5 hep a rd 
presented the resolution and 
stressed the need for µublic 
announcements pending the 
distribution of faculty bonuses. 
"People doing distinguished 
things should be recognized. 
Public announcements would also 
bring ou_t University values," 
Shepard said. 
~ According to Shepard, one-time 
bonuses for faculty have been in 
existence for three years ... They've 
come in different forms each year." 
Shepard said. 
In 1979 and 1980, $500 grants 
were given for faculty performance 
in the form of bonuses or as 
"faculty development grants," an 
allocation for the purpose of 
faculty development in special 
interests and skills. 
The resolution is intended to 
show the administratio'n that 
faculty are conc~n~d __ with the 
UNH researchers aid 
I 
the fishing in~ustry 
By Peter Schlesinger 
A study of ocean currents and 
pressures by several UNH 
scientists will be used in evaluating 
sites for off-shore oil drilling on 
George's Bank. 
Earth scientists Wendell Brown, 
James Irish, and Neal Pettigrew, 
are the backbone of the Physical 
Oceanography Research Team 
(PORT) a study group of about 10 
·persons working for EG&G 
Environmental Consultants, of 
Waltham, Mass.. The group 
consists of engineers, a computer 
programmer, graduate and work-
study students. 
The information from the study 
will be helpful to the fishing 
industry (currents distribute 
nutrients needed by fish) by 
predicting the movement of waste 
dumped into the ocean, said 
Associate Research Professor 
Irish. 
EG&G has contracted with the 
U.S. Department of tl}e Interior's 
Bureau of Land .Management to 
study the physical oceanography 
of George's Bank, the I 0,000-
square-mile fishing area located 
100 miles east of Cape Cod. 
"The government needs ' 
information on wind-driven ocean 
currents to predict how oil spills 
and drilling muds would move," 
according to Irish. 
Although the study data is not 
yet complete, several oil 
companies, including Shell and 
Exxon. have been conducting 
exploratory drilling for the past 
nine months. 
PORT's research focus on both 
the East and West coast 
continental shelves, gives graduate 
students an opportunity for field 
experience with research faculty. 
PORT is studying the 
relationship between fluctuations 
in wind, pressure at the sea floor 
. an_d tidal dynamics, low frequency 
coupling between the Gulf of 
Maine and George's Bank. 
In addition to the EG&G 
analysis, PORT is involved in a 
larger, California-based study --
the four year,$6.4 million Coastal 
Ocean Dynamics Experiment 
(CODE), funded by the National 
Science Foundation. 
"This study is one of the most 
comprehensive attempts to 
understand how the winds drive 
the currents on the continental ' 
shelf," said Irish. 
The UNH group -- along with 
other CODE participants from the 
Scripps Institute of Ocean-
ography, Woods Hole Ocean-
ographic Institute, Oregon State 
University (OSU), the U.S. 
Geological Survey and several 
national science organiztions --
will be used to form mathematical 
models on currents for use by 
oceanographers, environmenta-
lists and the oil and fishing 
industries. 
With the use of a 180-foot OS U 
research vessel, Irish and Brown 
are spending a great deal of time 
100 miles out on the North 
California continental shelf. 
In cooperation with the UNH 
Marine Systems Engineering 
PORT. page 6 
current methods of presenting 
rewards for meretorious 
performance, Shepard said. 
BONUSES, page 4 
"Companies are postponing 
growth and even lower quality jobs 
"Students want to earn money, 
so they might go out and work fo~ 
JOBS, page 4 
Air Force saves Daniels concert 
By Peter Schlesinger 
· Fans at the Charlie Daniels 
Band Concert on Sunday enjoyed 
the show thanks to the U.S. Air 
Force and quick thinking SCOPE 
members. 
During the afternoon while the 
bands equipment was being set up 
electrical probleJilS threatened the 
lightshow. At I p.m. when the 
generator was turned on, spar:ks 
appeared and a small grass-fire 
started on the slope of the hill at 
the rear of Snively Arena. 
Though the Durham-UNH Fire 
Department was on the scene in 
minutes, the blaze had already 
been extinguished by nearby 
Five arrested at concert 
_ 1--lve people were arrested on a number of charges Sunday during 
the Charlie Daniels Concert, a UNH spokesman said. 
Another arrest is still pending and will probably be made today, 
the spokesman said. 
Peter F. Corrow. 26. of I Haze Road in Madbury. was arrested on 
charges of trespassing and disorderly conduct at l0:30 p.m. Sunday. 
Corrow, a non-student, was apparentJy trying to enter the concert 
without a ticket, the spokesman said. 
Thomas Morrill, 22, of 112 Front Street in Exeter. was arrested at 
10:07 p.m. on Edgewood Road and charged with drinking in public. 
James R. Giancola, 21, of Pembrook, N.H. was arrested in 
Snively Arena on charges of knowingly being present wl:lere a 
controlled drug is kept. 
The names and charges of the other two have not been released 
because the campus police had not completed all the paperwork, the 
spokesman said. 
All are scheduled to appear in Durham District Court on May 7. · 
SCOPE workers and onlookers. 
"The cause for the blaze has not 
been ruled," said Captain Bill Cote 
of the Durham-UNH Fire 
Department, "although tentatively 
it has been labeled as electrical" . 
"No one really knows why it 
happened," said Marshall Bowen, 
_ production manager for SCOPE. 
A replacement generator was 
located at Pease Air Force Base, 
and with the cooperation of Base 
Commander Colonel Lloyd 
· Brown. it was brought to Durham 
just in time to put on the show. 
"They were alright guys," said 
Jim Puglisi, . former SCOPE 
president, "they saved our butts." 
Though the $35,000 concert 
could have been put on without the 
generator, the bands would never 
have agreed to it without the 
lightshow, said Bowen. 
Jim Borsari, SCOPE business 
manager, said, "It was unfortunate 
that it broke ·down, but it's too 
expensive to have a standby 
generator ready to use should a 
similar problem occur." 
TRAFFIC DETOURED-Main Street traffic has been temporarily interrupted because of work on Phase 
II of the heating system. (Tim Skeer photo) 
'' I was looking for a change 
I wanted to use my nursing · 
education - to get the most from 
my nursing career. That's when t 
looked into Air Force Nursing . 
Now I work with a wide variety of 
patients from around the world . 
I've experienced new challenges. 
and my responsibility 
• for direct patient 
care has increased. 
I'm part of a 
dedicated. professional team. 
As· an Air Force Nurse. I may 
have the opportunity to pursue 
flight nursing , spec1allzat1on. and 
advanced education . 
Air Force Nursing is a great way 
of life for me. It could be 
just what you 're 
looking for too .' ' 
Randi C. Logan 
·· \:.,.- Cao! . Air Force Nurse Corps 
A GREAT WAY OF LIFE 










THE HEARTIEST, SIZZLINGEST, CRISPIEST IDEA EVER TO 
TOP A DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER. 
3 MOUTHWATERING PIECES OF REAL BACON TOP OFF 2 SLICES OF HOT MELTED 
CHEESE COVERING 2 JUICY, FLAMEBROILED BURGERS. 
I 
IT ALL ADDS UP TO ONE DOUBLY DELICIOUS COMBINATION! 
Aren't You Huagey?TM 
'lryltNow! 
~ 
GOOD ONLY AT Sd 
- ~® 
Durham I ---------------------------------BUY 1 GET 1 FREE! 
---JOBS----
< continued from page 3) 
McDt;nalds. Things arc that tough sum~1cr en:iployment. 10 other tirs 
and it is too bad." McCaffery said. arc ltstcd in a sur\'cy reported 111 
"The people I know haven't the Sixth Annual Stt.1dy or 
gotten jobs in their fields but ha\'e Employer Recruiting Trends 
gotten· a lot of waitress jobs." Affecting Colleg~ Graduates. 
sophomore Leanne Dech said. In order of importance they 
"I might get a job at Burger incl_ude the knowledge _of_ the 
King. A lot of times it is anything sub.1ect. general career asp1rat1ons. 
you can get." _sophomore Jim your personality and previous 
Cosgrove said. work experience. 
Last summer there ·were 173 Other important things to 
field experience job openings and remember arc your own innornti\'e 
McCaffcry said they arc still ideas. a record of part time 
hoping for the same number. employment. appearance and 
Beside applying early for grades. 
-BONUSES- -TVl'fION-
' continued from page 3) ( contmued from page 1) 
This legislation is "basically increase from $48 to $56. 
expressing our views. especially to According to Morse. the budget 
the President and Vice President of conference committee will meet 
the University. That's why it was this week to recommend a budget 
important to have Vice President to the Legislature. If approved by 
Haland present, he said. both houses, the budget will go to 
At the meeing Haaland agreed the Governor for final approval. 
with the concern expressed in the "If our request passes we'll be 
resolution. noting the problem of able to avoid raising tuition. but it 
poor publicity given to bonus looks like we'll be receiving less 
recipients. money." he said. 
Some Caucus members "Once we know what money we 
remarked they had not heard of will be getting from the state, we 
bonuses, a reflection of a lack of will be in a position to make our 
publicity. own financial decisions." he said. 
I 
HONEYWELL IS COMING!! 
Topic: How the Corporation Operates on a Multinational 
Level 
PROF MANLEY IRWIN SPEAKS!! 
Topic: Information Technology in the Future 
MEET THE CHALLENGES 
of the 
INFORMATfON AGE 
All are Welcome 
Place: Senate Room-MUB 
Date: Friday, April 30, 1982 
Time: 1 :00-2:00 p.m. Honeywell 
2:30-3:30 p.m. Prof. Manley 
Irwin 
Sponsored by the International Association of Students in Business 
and Economic Management (AISEC). 
Department of the Arts 
ll/111011/IC'l'.\ 
PRE-REGISTRATION 
OF STUDIO COURSES 
FALL SEMESTER 
THURSDAY. APRIL 29. 1982 
Art Majors 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
Room A201 PCAC (Art Dept. Office) 
You must bring your signed 
pre-registration form. 
Non-Art Majors 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
Carroll-Belknap .Rm~ MUE 
Studems can only register for one person 
NOTE: You do not hG\·e tu pre-register 
wilh the Art Department ./(Jr courJes listed 
under Art History in the catalog. 
NO STUDENT INITIATED LISTS WILi. BE HONORED. 
PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS 
TO THE ART DEPARTMENT A201. 
-Te,1. 862-2190 
J 
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-----SMITH------
society." 
"A lot of kids are unsure if they'll 
get a job and where they'll go." he 
said. "twenty years ago you had 
one or two waiting for you." 
Smith is busy in his office. but he 
rarely gets any work done there. 
"If he wants to get something 
done on hisown."said Mrs. Smith. 
"he almost always has to stay home 
and work on it. But he feels guilty if 
he doesn't come in." 
So Smith comes in. hoping to 
conduct his heart reserarch and 
teach graduate courses in 
biochemistry. But his day is 
usually interrupted by a student 
with an appointment. Or by a 
person without one. 
"I think he's a great source of 
knowledge." said one of Smith's 
students. "He's all the facts in one 
area and I think that's why people 
go to him." 
Smith hasn't always been the 
listener. In fact, if he hadn't sought 
medical advice himself when his 
son and daughter were born. he 
might not have been alive today. 
"I wasn't health conscious until I 
had kids and weighed 200 
pounds," he said. "I got sca·red that 
I wouldn't be able to keep up with 
them. I went for a physical and got 
more scared . The doctor said that 
if I wanted to see them graduate 
from college I had better get in 
shape and lose some weight." 
Smith undertook a one-mile-a-
day running program and has 
worked up to six miles a day. He 
weighs 150 pounds now and "can't 
remember the last time I ate 
between meals." 
He eats just baked and broiled 
food and . on Saturday night 
indulges in homemade pizza. The 
deserts he eats. scarce though they 
may be. are baked at home as well. 
"One pie a week and that's all he 
gets," said Mrs. Smith. "We don't 
eat too much else because the kids 
(Jim, 22, Susan. 19) aren't home." 
Smith , a former president of the 
New Hampshire Heart As-
sociation comes from a family that 
could have used the knowledge of 
nutrition he now possesses. Their 
background is Pennsylvanian 
Dutch. and these people, says 
Smith. "have no concept of food ." 
"My uncle would come in from 
the field (in Lockhaven, PA.) and 
have a pitcher of cream." he said. 
"They would have lunches the size 
of Sunday Dinner." 
Smith's father chain-smoked 
and his entire family lived solely on 
fried foods. 
"I can't recall anyone in my 
family who hasn't died of a heart 
attack," he said. "Only the women 
made it to their seventies." 
"And these .people were all 
farmers, the outdoors types." 
He-tries to advise his 82-year old 
mother of proper eating habits, but 
doesn't succeed. 
"She hears me, but doesn't 
listen;" he said. "She1's overweight 
and has high blood pressure. When 
she thinks of it, she'll take a 
vitamin." 
But Smith's students listen to 
him, in class and in his office. His 
only undergraduate class, Animal, 
One Person's Trash 
Is Another Person's 
Treasure ... 
(continued from page 2) 
Foods and Man. has become one 
of the most popular courses at 
UNH. 
"A lot of people say the material 
makes the class." said junior Leslie 
Williams. "but I think the material 
has to be presented in a non-
threatening manner for people to 
assimilate it. I think Sam Smith is 
the perfect blend of a friend and 
lecturer." 
Students fill the aisles every 
Monday. Wednesday and Fri~ay 
morning in room 135 of Spaulding 
Life Science Center for class. And 
in the question-answer period that 
starts the class. numerous hands 
wave in the air like streamer 
blowing from a fan. 
"From what I hear from the 
dining halls and kids who have had 
it (the course). a lot of them tell us 
that they've changed their diets." 
Smith said. "We seem to making 
some impact." 
It's easy to tell which office 
hr."""'" ,mit hon the: f 011rth floor of 
Kendall--it 's the one with an 
overflow of students coming out 
the door. And it's the one with 
posters that say things as "Eat 
Chicken. it won't go to waist." 
"Identify with string beans--they're 
skinny." and "Don't eat fried. try 
the dairy side." 
Smith will always help troubled 
students. whether they're suffering 
from anorexia. depression. or just 
excess gas. He sees the need for it 
and students see the need for him. · 
"If I were down and needed 
someone to talk to." said Hannan. 
"I'd go to him." 
"It's a matter of exposure." said 
Smith . "I knew what I was getting 
into." 
But mention the word 
"counseling" to Sam Smith and 
you'll evoke laughter and quick . 
rebuttal. 
''I'm not a counselor in any 
shape or form." Smith said 
laughing. "And I don't want to be a 
counselor." 
UllMIIA mnus rresents A MAlllN IANmm rroouclion 
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HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Naturalism. Hugh Potter. 
English. Room 127, Hamilton Smith. 11: 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Brian Clark's drama "Whose Life Is It 
Anyway'? .. Directed by David .I. Magidson. Johnson Theater. Paul 
Crcati\'C Arts Center. 8 p.m. Admission: USN H students and 
employees, senior citizens $3: general $4. Continues through May I. 
\\'ED:\ESIH Y . . .\1>ril 28 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL .-'82: World Exhibit: Display of 
artifacts from around the globe: slide presentations and discussions. 
Sponsored by International Student Association and Marston 
- House. Strafford Room. Memorial Union. IO a.m.-4 p.m. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: International Craft Sale: 
Handcrafted treasures made in developing countries for sale. 
Sponsored by ISA and Durham International Women's Group. 
Outside Strafford Room. Memorial Union. IO a.m.-4 p.m. 
WOMEN'S STU DIES BAG LUNCH: Jewet-t and Her Literary 
Circle: Literary Women in New England 1877-1909. Sarah 
Sherman. Senate / Merrimack Room. Memorial Union. 12 noon. 
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. UVM. Brackett Field. I p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Brian Clark's drama "Whose Life Is It 
Anyway'? Johnson Theater. Paul Creative Arts Center. Matinee 2 
p.m .: evening performance 8 p.m. Admission: USN H students and 
employees / senior citizens $3: general $4: matinee school groups ( 15 
or more) $1. Continues through May I st. 
MEN'S LACROSSE: \'s. Brown. Cowell Stadium. 3 p.11}. 
FACULTY RECITAL: G. Roy Mann. violin. and Pamela Wes,t-
Mann. piano. with special guest performance by David Seiler. 
clarinet. Bratton Recital Hall. Paul Creative Arts Center. 8 p.m. 
Hll"RSIH Y . .\pril 29 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: International Coffee Cafe: 
Come taste a variety of international flavors while listening to music 
played around the world . Sponsored by ISA and International 
Aromas. Carroll-Belknap Room. Memorial Union. 11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: Mountaineering Mt. Kenya: 
Willie Aughton will share his mountaineering expedition of Mt. 
Kenya. Africa . through a slide presentation and discussion of anti-
poaching of African game animals. Sponsored by ISA and New 
Hampshire Outing Club. Merrimack Room. Memorial Union. 2:30 
p.m . 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL. '82: Film. "Going Places ... A 
French comedy starring Jeanne Moreau and Gerard Depardieu. 
Sponsored by MUSO and ISA Strafford Room Memorial Union. 
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $ I or season film pass. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: "Dance Around the World." 
Come learn festive culture dances performed around the globe. 
Spo~sored by ISA Hillsborough Room. Memorial Union. 8-IO 
p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Brian Clark's drama "Whose Life Is It 
Anyway'?" Johnson Theater. Paul Creative Arts Center. 8 p .m. 
Admission: USN H students and employees, senior citi7ens $3: 
general $4. Continues through May I. 
MUB PUB: The Now Sound Express. Sponsored by MUSO. 
Memorial Union. 8 p .m. Admission: 50<r. UNH ID/ proof of age 
required. 
FRID .-\ Y. April :JO 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: Travel Fair: Stop by and ask 
about the many opportunities available to UNH students for study. 
tra\'el or work abroad. Sponsored by ISA and Liberal Arts 
Advising. Balcony tables. Memorial Union. IO a.m.-3 p.m. 
A TASTE OF TALENT: Becky Benfield . Sponsored by The 
Association for Student Talent and Entertainment (T.A.S.T.E.). 
Cafeteria. Memorial Union. 12 noon-I :30 p.m. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: Self Defense Demonstration: 
Fred Villari\ Studio will demonstrate martial art techniques of 
karate. kung fu. self discipline . Sponsored by ISA and Fred Villari\ 
Studio. Lawn in front of Memorial Union. 1 p.m. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: "Meeting the Informational 
Revolution ... International Society of Economics ( Al ESEC) and 
Multinational Corporation representatives will discuss the impact 
of interna~ional communication technology and n~twork on 
developed and underdeveloped nations. Sponsored by AIESEC 
and ISA. Senate Room. Memorial Union. 1-5 p.m. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: "Emerging Women." Film 
about the emancipation of women around the world. Sponsored by 
ISA and Women\ Center. Carroll Room. Memorial Union. 2:30 
p.m. 
GOURMET DINNER II: The Hotel Administration Department 
will present "Springtime in the Alps ... and evening of Swiss din/ng 
and entertainment. Granite State Room. Memorial Union. 
Reception at 6:30 p.m. and dinner at 7:30 p.m. Tickets on sale at the 
Memorial l 1nion Ticket Office. Admission: $14. Dinner will be 
presented again on May I. 
Ul\lVERSITY THEATER: Brian Clark\ drama "Whose Life Is It 
Anyway'?" .lohm.on Theater. Paul Creative Arts Center. 8 p .m. 
Admission: USN H students and employees, senior citizens $3: 
general $4 . Continues through May I. 
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '82: "African Queen." starring 
Humphrey Bogart and Katharine Hepburn. Sponsored by MUSO 
anc.l ISA . Room 110. Murkland. X p.m . Admission: $1 at door. 
FACULTY R ECITA I.: Nicholas Orovich. trombone and 
euphonium. Bratton Recital Hall. Paul Creative Arts Center. 8 p.m. 
M lJ B PUB: .lay Towne. folk music. Memorial Union. 8 p.m. 
Admission charged. UNH ID proof of age rc4uircd. 
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IIDTICES 
\C.\DE\IIC 
rRY-Olrt S I-OR /\!\SC o5J-o54: Monda,·. Ma, J. 
Light Horse Barns. 4 r.m . I-or more infornrnti.on crn1tact 
.Janet Briggs at 8(12-1171 . · 
HORSEM/\l\SHIP Sl(il\-l!P. 1-/\LI. SFMISI ER: 
Sign-ur for AnSc 402 . Thursday. Arri! 29. Light Horse 
Barns. 8 a .m. I-or more information contact .Janet Hriggs 
at862-1171 . 
ASSOCI/\TIO!\i 01- COMMlll\lC/\TIOl\ M/\.IORS 
M EETINCi: Officers\\ ill he elected. /\II majors. minor,. 
and faculty welcome. Wednesday. /\rril ·28. Ciral'ton 
Room. Memorial l lnion 7 r.m. 
PSYCHOLOCiY DEPARTMEN .I COI.LOQlllA 
SERIES: Dr. Drake Bradle,. Bates Colle!.!e. ,,ill lecture 
ahout the rsychorhysicai e.\ronenh - of me1110r> . 
Thursday. Arri! 29. Room IOJ . Conant. J:30-5 r.m. 
INI-ORM/\TIOl\/\L LECTURE /\BOlll THE 
RFSE/\RCH VESSEi.. RECill\/\ MARIS: Discussion 
of research acti,·ites and educational orrortunities on 
hoard the R V Re!.!ina Marisa,ailahlc to undernraduate 
and graduate stu~knh interested in Marine 'studies. 
Sponsored hy ll l\i H Marine Program and Ocean 
Research Education Society. Tuesday. Arri I 27. 
Hillshorough-Sulli,an Room. Memorial Union . 7-9 r .m. 
C.\HEElt 
RESUME CRITIQUE: An orrortunity for studenh to 
recei,c kedhack on first draft resume on a first-come-
first-scned hasis. Sronsored hy Career Planning & 
Placemrnt Senin:. 1-riday. /\rril JO. Room 20J. 
Huddleston. I :J0-4:30 r .m. 
ll\TERVIE\VF.R COMMEl\'IS REVIEW: Students 
may learn of how they an: coming. across during their 011-
camrus inter,icws on a first-L·ome-first-sened hasis. 
Sronsored hy Career Planning & Placement Senice. 
Thursday. Arri I 29. Room 203. H uddkston. I :30-4:30 
r.m. 
CUW-i ~'{ OIH;\:\IZ\TIO:\~ 
PROHSI /\l\T s ·1 l!DE!\T GAi HFRIMi : Wedi\ . 
meeting. Wednesday. /\rril 28. Room 218. McConnell. 7 
r .m. 
W HAI IS ·1 HE I.OST DIM El\SIO!\ 01- MA:\'!: Akhar 
Haqq ,,ill lead the discussion . Sronsorcd hy lnter-
Varsit, Christiari 1-ello\,shir. Wednesday. Aorril 28. 
1-oruni Room. Dimond Lihrary. 7-8:J0 r .111 . hir 
additional information contact Brad at 862-1015 or 868-
9729. or Scott al 862-1637 or 868-9715 . 
COl\~EU\(; ~'{ TE~TI\C 
WLD:\ESD/\Y l',;ICiH 'I SERIES: ·1c:--t /\n .\ict,. 
lacilitatcd h,·· .lanct Cir:1n: and Penn,· Chick. One o(a 
· series of inliHmal nrcrirnctial ,,or(shors dL·,igned to 
heir you explore \\ays ol understanding issues of 
rcrsonal interest. Sronsored h> Counseling & Testing 
Centn. \.\' ednesda>. /\rril 28. Counseling & l'esting 
Center. Schofield House . 7 r.m. 
(;E\EH .-\I . 
M/\Rl:\E PROGRAM LECI URE: "Search for the 
Medusa" h, Charles Ma,el. technical di1-cctor lor 19!<0 
cxrcdition ·\,hich l(lcated the Medusa y 15<! year old 
shir\\1-cck. oil or the \\L'S[ coast ol /\Inca. I hursda>. 
/\rril 29. lddles /\uditorium. Parsons. 7:.,o r.m. 
CPR - B/\SIC Lll-L Sl lPPOln CL/\SS: ·1() satisf> 
requirement for summer cmrloyment. Sronsorcd by 
American Red Cross. Thursday. Arni 29 and Ma> (,. 
Room 8. :\cw Hampshire Hall. 2 r.m . To resene a srace 
call Carol\'11 Wooster. 868-2339. S5 rer rcr',On . 
STllDfl\:I .JOB BOARD: The Student .Joh Board 
rrm ides information to students ahout johs. Ir you ha,e 
any rart-time or seasonal emrloymcnt need, call (603) 
X62-1524 from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 r .m .. Monda~-l-r1d,1y . 
/\IU ·1/\I.K: Professor Arthur l.ennig. S.ll .l\.Y .. 
/\lham·. \\ill lectue and sho,, H film on '·Dr . .lec:kyl and 
M r. . H Hie... a I 9 X I 111 aster r i l' Cl' 0 f (i e r 111 a ll 
e.\rressi<;nism. Sronsored hy Department of the /\rt" 
TuL·,day. Arri! 27. Room /\218. Paul Crcati,e Arts 
Crnter. 7:J0 r.m . 
AR 'I T/\1.K: Professor /\rthur 1.ennig.. S.l l. l\ .Y .. 
/\lhan\'. \\ ill lecture and rrcsent a film ... The Cr(md" by 
Kini.! \ ' idor. a 192X silent film. Sronsored by lkrai·tmrnt 
or thL' /\rts . ·1 uesday. Arril 27. Room /\218. Paul 
Creati,e Arts Center. 12:30-2 r.m. 




Going Places easily became one of 
the most controversial films of 1974 
by following the exploits of two 
outrageous drifters who pass the 
time stealing cars, molesting 
women, and generally terrorizing 
people for a laugh. But when their 
search for someone who can 
appreciate and excite thern leads to 
a beautiful fragile woman just 
released from prison, their carefree 
arrogance is temporarily Wlder~ 
mined. Jeanne Moreau won 
unanimous acclaim for her 
magnificent ponr.a.:ya.l of the 
ex-convict. 
Thursday, April 29th 
Strafford Room., MUB 
Shown 7:00 & 9:30 p.m. 
Admission: $1.00 
History and Philosophy-
of Science Program 
Course Offerings - Fall 1982 
---PORT----
( continued from page 3) 
Laboratory: PORT has built four $18,000. One complete unit has a 
computer-controlled instruments string of ten current meters. Each 
for CODE that measure microprocessor costs ahout 
fluctuations in pressure on the $25.000. CODE now has about $3 
ocean floor and the density of the million .worth of equipment in the 
water column above. 
"We arc taking advantage of the 
new computer microprocesser to 
change how we take our samples." 
said Irish. 
The microprocesser records 
millimeter changes in water height 
and through the use of quartz 
pressure sensor measures minute 
change in water pressure in a self-
contained unit on the sea floor. 
These experimental machines 
are unlike any other oceano-
graphic. instruments in that they 
can select important data from 
unneccssa ry · information. 
By comparing the mcarsurcd 
data with statistical information. 
abnormal fluctuations arc 
determined and then recorded. 
This ability to record only th.c 
most critical data is significant 
because all the data must fit on to 
one 60-minute cassette tape. 
"We couldn't have done this ten 
years ago." said Irish. 
Each current meter is about 
water. 
"The machines arc quite 
cxpcnsi\'c. but worth it." said Irish. 
"as the recorded measurements 
can't he duplicated." 
PORT uses it's monies 




Scrap railroad tics arc used a 
disposable anchors when the 
instruments arc deployed. Upon 
retrieval. the tics arc released and 
the units slow!\· surface. 
Though the instruments a re 
tracked electronically as they 
surface. the researchers arc 
nervous. 
"We never know where they're 
going to come up and usually chew 
off our fingernails while waiting." 
said Irish. · 
Irish and Pettigrew. working 
with a grant from NASA. arc 
. developing new acoustic meters for 
the U.S. Navy. 
Spring Sidewalk Sale! 
I - ••• 
30% off 








Summer Day Camp 
Counselors 
College \York Study 
uppn1vul ·prcfcn-cd. 
For inf<>nnution contuct: 
Frank .i\titchdl 
Pinc Islund 4-II Center 
2848 Brown Ave. 
l\lanchcstcr, N.I I. 03103 
627-3693 
Ju,w I(, \ E\\ L~ \T: Begin to 
improve your writing skills now for 
the new essav sect1N1 
.111111· :.!:{ 4; \I \T: RP~11stPr now for 
June seminars . RecP1ve our M<1th 
Refresher text bv..return 111<1il 
Call 11n\\: BOP-~ 1:: . I-:'(,:-
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~1 WASH-CUT -BLOW-DRY ,"'; . --/·-- . ~
~ $ 5. 00 
Salon/25 
mon.-Sat. cj-s 
'Walk in or appt. 
(603) 664-5078 
2 mi. north of Lee C9ircle 
1Rte. 12 5, 'Bam!l_9ton 
~olden Sham1r0ck Hldg. 
Permanent waves ......................... $20.00 & up 
Henna ................................ ............... 15.00 
Luminizing ........................................ 16.00 
Frosting ........... · ................................. 18.00 
6 week color .................................... 1 2.00 
Shampoo set ................. : .................... 4.50 
Free drawings for Cuts & Perms 




& Coffee Shop 
for a week long 
. Spring Celebration 
Wed April 28 thru May 2nd 
6:00 a.m. -_J 1 ;_30 a,m. 
Our Regular Breakfast Specials will be 




11 :30 p.m.-2:00 p.m. 
your choice 
Hot dog/ff only s1 .09 
Burgers/ff only s1 .35 
plus tax 
2:00 p.m.-7:0<;) p.m. 
10% off on all 
· menu items 
Bausch 
and Lomb 
· Rayban Sunglass 
SALE 
25°/o off 
S_uggested Retail Prices 
No Imitations 
Come in now while supply lasts. 
ILUNETTE OPTIQUEI 
LICENSED OPTICIANS 
466 CENTRAL AVE., DOVER 749-2094 
20% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZENS 




Short Sleeve Knits 
~ Prep Sizes 
~Solids & Fancies 
$14.99 
values to $17.50 
•~_..tJ.I 
Work Patlts 





values to $7.97 
Baseball Shirts 
$8.99 
values to $10.95 
Men's 
Short Sleeve Knits 
$8.99 
values to $15,. 




reg. $ ·100 
year-round weight 
poly / wool hopsack 
250th Anniversary 
Denims & Corduroys 
$1 6. 99 
adidas .. _~---
At h I et i c Footwear 
Country s3299 reg s4495 
TRX Trniner s2999 reg s4p 5 
. men's & lady's 
Orion s 2599 reg s3595 
men's & lady's 
Squire s 1999 reg s25% 
Sweatshirts 
$10.99 
values to $.13.95 
Hooded & V-neck pullovers 
all the fashion colors 
100% Cotton 
Sweaters 
$22 .. 99 





Linens, shirtvveight madras, 
Frosted Hopsack 
· ti i1IiJ ;t ~ I t,J t,1='11 
Dovvntown Durham 
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8 P .M., Sunday, May 2 
Richards Auditorium 
MurklandllO 
UNH, Durham, N .H. 
Tickets; $3.00 
Tickets available at 
MUB ticket office 
Co-sponsored by 
Women's Studies 
& Women's Center 
TREnT ARTERBERRY 
e:oo o.m. 
Granite state Room, mue 
$2.00. students/$5.00 non-students 
----PALMER---
( continued from page l) 
composed usually of the liberating 
disciplines. those which emphasize 
knowledge about the human 
~Qn.dition and have as a special 
goal the enhancement of human 
creativitv." Palmer said in a 
prepared statement. 
Vice-President of Academic 
Affairs Gordon Haaland. who 
made the final decision to go with 
Palmer. said one of the reasons he 
picked him out of a field of over 
200 candidates. was because he has 
a "vision of the future." 
The New 
Hampshire 
One of Palmer\ visions is "an 
atmosphere in which individuals 
can disagree about ideas without 
pcrsqna I ~animosity." 
Furthermore. Palmer says.the 
best conditions for faculty to carry 
out their work include "adequate 
salarics"and "suitable physical 
conditions as to classrooms and 
offices. equipment and necessary 
supplies." 
When asked why he took the 
. job.Palmer said,"l was asked to do 
/the job and I shall do it." 
-SPROUL-
( continued from page l) 
move along toward solving them." 
he said. 
He describes budgetary 
contraints as "something we all 
have to live with." 
He says Ohio has the second 
highest unemployment level in the 
nation, and problems with lo\,\,_ 
funding levels arc more severe than 
ever at Ohio State. 
'Tm sure the situation at UN H 
will be no different." he said. 
Sproul is married with one child. 
He is a member of the American 
Academy of Environmental 
Engineers. and was the director of 
the Maine Association of 
Engineers for eight years . 
He has been a consultant to state· 
and local governments. companies 










You'll find just the right 
fashion frame to flattei 
your personality in our 
great collection of 
beautifully styled, high 
quaiity eyewear. Our 
professional staff is 
ready to help you. . 
Whitehouse 
Opticians 
6 Broadway St. 
Dover. N.H. 
tel. no. 74.2- I 77-l 
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------------------ALCOHOL----------
< continued from page 1) 
"I never picked up a drink until I He hasn't been exposed to many wrecked!" - - or pitcher of beer. : and family life is there. But never 
was 21. I didn't like the taste of recovering alcoholics on campus . · On one occasion, he went to "I have nothing against '.social say that you're too young. Anyone 
booze," Paul said. "Then, I had a He said a typical interaction he Wildcat on a Monday afternoon, drinking: I had fun with it, but it who's · hurting and turning to 
Brandy Alexander. I liked it. I hears is "There's a party tonight--: and was appalled. On each of the turned on me. My life as a student booze, if they're not drinking a 
liked the tilt, but still I didn't have twent kegs. We're going to get ten other tables, was_either a 11'.1\:18._ revolves around AA. My ~g_cj~_I __ ·_: ALCOHOL, pa e 16 
another drink for a . year and a 1-----•---------•----------------•-----------••iiiiiiiiililliii•••--••••----• 
half." 
He had been out of school for 
almost five years when a high 
school senior asked Paul to buy 
liquor for him. 
"I had been lonely much of that 
time. just doing writing," Paul 
said. "I became a provider. I was 
living the wild life I never had in 
my teen-age yea rs. I got smashed 
(with the high schoolers) and loved 
it. That was the beginning." 
He did his drinking on 
weekends, mostly in bars because 
they were so comfortable. After 
' four years of drinking, he 
developed pancreatitis--(an 
inflamation of the pancreas which 
distorts the p'roduction of insulin). 
He was told that if he continued to 
drink; he would get sicker and 
eventually die. 
But he hated his jobs and he had 
sexual problems. He felt that this 
was justification enough for his 
drinking so he didn't stop. 
Slowly, he began to drink more, 
though he was still not a daily 
drinke-r. After awhile, he began to 
suspect that he had a problem. 
'·Sometimes, I'd go to a bar and 
only have one beer, but Jesus, I'd 
be miserable," Paul said. "I'd buy a 
couple of six packs and leave them 
in the refrigerator for awhile and 
say, 'Look, I don't have a 
problem'." 
In 1980, eight years after he was 
told to stop drinking, Paul was 
arrested for public intoxication. 
He pleaded guilty. 
''Some guy brought me in a card 
which said, 'Do you want this to 
happen again?' He was from AA 
( Alcoholics Anonymous)," Paul 
said. Six weeks later, on Oct. 26, 
1980, he went to his first AA 
meeting, purely out of curiosity. 
Paui remembers that date very 
well.he hasn) had a drink since. 
"I never suffered extrememly, 
the way some do," Paul said. "I 
was never a daily drinker and I 
never went through DT's 
( Dele.rium tremens). I was 
fortunate, all my damage I did to 
myself." 
For years, Paul said that he 
wanted to go on to school. 
"-1 've only been able to do that 
'cause I'm sober," said Paul. "I can 
do a paper on a gut level. -If I blow 
it, it's not 'cause I was loaded the 
night before. I know now that I can 
make mistakes. I also know that I 
can do things sober, and I can have 
a hell of a good time." 
New Hampshire Lung Association Presents: 
A FESTIVAL OF SOAP OPERA 
STARS 
Hosted by TV 9 News Anchor 
· Pete Morrison 
Proceeds will benefit NH Lung Association's Clean Air Programs 
Douglass Watson 
-"Mac" of Another world 
Miss NH 1972 - Jane Badler 
"Natalie" of the Doctors 
(formerly "Melinda of One Life to Live) 
Brynn Thayer 
"Jenny" of one Life to Live 
. Gerald Anthony 
"Marco" of One Life to Live 
Saturday, May 8, 1982 Two Shows: 2:30 & 5:30 
New Hampshire College Field House Ticket.costs: $6 at the door 
Manchester, N.H. $5 in advance <Before May 7> 
Tickets Available At 
For other ticket outlets contact:'NH Lung Assn. 669-2411 
NH College student Activities Office 
Notre Dame College 
student Activities Office 
AXD Sorority, U.N.H. 
Trinity High School 
-Fritzie's Market <Conant st., Manchester> 
NH Lung Assn. <Manchester> 
Lauriat's <Hampst:,ire Plaza Mam 
Player's BoutiQue <Bedford Mam 
NH Lung Association, the "Christmas Seal People," 456 Beech St., P.O. Box 1014, Manchester, NH 03105 
The NH Lung Assn. is a voluntary, non-profit, health organization. 
Name _______________________ _ 
Address 
Tel. ______________ No. of tickets_----'---
Mail to: 
NH Lung Association 
456 Beech Street, 
P.O. Box 1014, 
Manchester, NH 03105 
- Amount Enclosed $ ________ _ 2:30 pm Show_ 5:30 pm show_ 
JAY TOWNE 




Friday_) Nite in the PUB -
8:00 p.m. the 30th 
Admission: $1~00 
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Editorial 
Keep the Kari-van 
UNH officials and the Board of Trustees are 
making sure the Kari-Van stays independent and 
under their control. Considering students will have 
· to pay more to ride the Kari-Van next year. this is 
the best of three possibilities. 
This means the PUC could order the Kari-Van to 
add a stop at Pease Air Force Base, ifit saw enough 
need, even though students wouldn't be helped by 
that stop. 
buses to accomodatc the crowd on ~ome routes. 
Students would only be inconvenienced by more 
riders. 
However, the fact remains that the Kari-Van is 
losing money. The Governor's Management 
Review Team has recommended Kari-Van tickets 
be sold on a per-mile basis, and the University will 
probably accept this recommendation. 
To try and cut the UNH bus service's deficit, the 
University could ' agree to let the public ride the 
buses. But by letting the public on, the 18-bus 
system would come under control of the New 
Hampshire Public Utilities Commission (PUC), 
which would regulate all fares, schedules, and 
routes. 
The Kari-Van could also merge with the 
Cooperative Alliance for Seacoast Transportation 
(COAST) and about the same thing would happen. 
The University would lose total control over the 
cost for students to get to and from campus. The rate increase will be another burden on the 
large
1 
commuting population at UN H. But it will be 
less of a burden than sharing their buses with all of 
the seacoast area. 
In both cases, students and faculty would have to 
fight for seats with the general public. During 
morning and afternoon rush hours it takes two 
Time to fight state cuts 
that much. to college." Monier told UNH students this winter. The news from the University System Board of 
Trustees isn't too surprising: tuition at UNH will 
probably go up next year, for the second year in a 
row. 
First. New Hampshire is in the midst of a fiscal 
crisis with a deficit of more than $ I 00 million. 
The economic and political climate in New 
Hampshire forces tuition up. Students can't do 
anything about the economic problem. But it's time 
for UN H students to get politically involved. After a summer when summer jobs are more 
scarce, and in a year when President Reagan's cuts 
to financial aid will be felt more than before, 
students will have to pay more to attend UNH. 
The University System depends on the state of 
New Hampshire for. about 25 percent of its funding 
(that figure down 33 percent from the last 
biennium). This year the system is asking the state 
for $31.5 million, but Board of Trustees chairman 
Richard Morse said the state probably won't give 
Second, the next gubernatorial election is near, 
and Governor Hugh Gallen is one of the 
candidates. Gallen has promised support to the 
University on fewer and fewer occasions recently, 
because of the state's lack of money. and because of 
his chief competitor. 
For a year now. some half a dozen students 
senators have begged UNH students to tell state 
legislators the University needs more money. Their 
campaign has been ignored. 
Robert Monier. now the state senate president 
and all but announced candidate for governor, 
clearly states that he doesn't think the University 
System deserves more money. 
Now it's time for another letter-writing campaign 
and another lobbying session in Concord. 
Not even I 0.000 students could keep tuition from 
going up next year. But a part of that number can 
let legislators know UNH is not to be ignored . .. I'm not at all convinced it oug_ht to be easy to go 
Letters 
Delight 
To the Editor: 
The Charlie Daniels Band. really'! 
(To be said with sheer delight.) 
- D. Carle 
Portsmouth 
El Salvador 
To the Editor: 
I wish to make some comments on 
the apparently confusing issue of El 
Salvador. There arc many 
misconceptions and misunderstand-
ings about what is happening there. so I 
have decided to educate myself about 
what is going on there (and I wish you 
would too). This is an important issue 
that won't end with El Salvador. but 
rather lends itself to the whole crisis in 
Latin America today. 
The semester is coming to an end and 
. we are all looking foward to a break in 
the pressure and / or vacation. In El 
Salvador 80-90/y, of the people never 
experience a "break" or vacation. They 
arc under constant pressure by an 
unpopular military regime. Their 
military is synonymous with rich 
blackmarket bussinessmcn who arc 
literal millionaires after their careers in 
the military. The corruption is deep 
rooted. I hope you've heard of the 
atrocious. humanly grotesque crimes 
they commit against their own people 
because of the wealth they have access 
to. 
To make things worse the health 
conditions arc so bad that 50<J,i of their 
kids are dying before the age of five. 
Besides the ot~cr gross inequities they 
experience. when you watch your child 
sutler and die once. twice. three times 
because there are no decent affordable 
health services or food you're going to 
fight back. And .they arc. When you've 
got nothing. you've got nothing to lose. 
Attend a lecture. meeting. film or 
anything. TV can't tell you everything. 
Who knows. maybe you have 




To the Editor: 
After attending the Student Senate 
meeting on Sunday. Feb. 28. I was 
personally encouraged that the 
opposition to the UNH Women's 
Center was finally overwhelmed. 
Admittedly. I left early to write a paper: 
early enough not to witness'Our budget 
being tabled for not precisely following 
the language of our concept. 
Apparently. our use ofthc"forum" was 
the main issue of dispute . 
To the Women's Center. this word 
embodied the presentation of films. 
lectures. and conccrts--after · these 
activities. however. discussions would 
be held to personally integrate 
whatever the topic suggested toward 
the education of people on women's 
issues. 
Well. for those who do not know the 
definition of "forum ... here it is: a 
public meeting or lecture for open 
discussion: a medium as a newspaper. 
of open discussion: or a public meeting 
or lccutrc involving audience 
discussion. 
This definition comes from the 
illustrious Webster\ Dictionary. So 
much for the distinctions between the 
word "forum" used in our concept and 
Writing letters to the editor 
Letters to the Editorfor puh/ication in 7he Neil' Hampshire must 
he .\igned and no longer than 111·0 pages typed. clouhle spaced. 
Letter.\· may he hrought to Room 151 in the MU B, or mailed to: 
filitor. The Neu· Hampshire. Room /5/, MUB, CNH. Durham. 
NH, 03li24. 
those programs the Women's Center 
proposed in the budget. 
I have always held an aversion 
toward the rigidity of the boundaries of 
our language. Perhaps this quote from 
"Omni" might enlighten a few people 
on the depths of human expression and 
its subsequent expression: "'Of course 
I realize it's all rather too vague for you 
to put into words.· when he took me up 
rather sharply. for such a patient man. 
by saying. 'On the contrary. it is words 
that are vague. The reason the thing· 
can't be expressed is that it is too 
definite for language.· .. 
Doesn't anyone else feel with enough 
rationality the implications of this 
bureaucratic backlash from our 
Student Senate in not approving of the 
wording of yet another attempt of the 
Women's Center to become a valid 
student organization'? 
The meaning of forum. as well as 
that of feminism has many facets. 
When will this University allow the 
expression of people. trying to educate 
its community. an inch of freedom'! 
Jill A. LaFontainc 
Women's Center member 
Blood Drive 
To the Editor: 
To our Beloved "Daffy-Dillys" 
Spring may have been stormy 
elsewhere. but you certainly ' helped 
mother nature to come in beauty to 
begin her lovely season here! 
1311 of you answered our appeal and 
again you proved your concern as you 
enabled us to process 1225 pints of your 
spring tonic! This · makes the grand 
total for Durham Red Cross since its 
entrance into our Blood Services an 
amazing 69.203 pints from you and 
your predecessors! 
To say we apppreciatc you in 
adequate words is difficult. but as we 
watched you and your enuthusiasm. 
you gave us joy and happiness and our 
pride in you was overwhelming! 
You helped us to finali,.c our loss in 
invcntorv from our two cancellations 
and to face the month of Mav with it's 
decline in donations. • 
We thank you all for your grand 
support of 5.5 !05 donations this year 
and wish you all a great summer! To 
those of vou who will remain in the 
area. WC extend an invitation to our 
annual "Strawberry Festival" at our 
July 13th and 14th blood drive! 
We owe you much and will eagerly 
await vour return when Durham will 
come alive again! 
Jarry Stearns 
Your Durham Red Cross Blood 
Chairperson 
Yearbook 
To the Editor: 
In the many ageless years since my 
name last appeared within these pages. 
I had often wondered what had.become 
of us who were (or in some cases. were 
supposed to have been) members of the 
Class of 1980. 
While there were some hihts that we. 
in fact. had existed as a class in the 
noble history of Old State U--pcrhaps a 
diploma. a stray tassel. or a misplaced 
intent-to-graduate card marked 
- "1980"--our place among the alumni 
was not cemented. for we had not 
rccicved that most treasured of 
academic mementos. We had no 
yearbook. 
Imagine the thrill which coursed 
through my system recently upon my 
return home from yet another day of 
toil in the outside world when I found a 
parcel awaiting me from UN H. Within. 
I found--at last--thc 1980 Granite. 
Today's college students must be 
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Nancy's plan for the war 
By BRENDAN DuBOIS 
could be a good idea. If you do bring clothing. don't 
let the . fact of impending war stop you from 
choosing the right look to meet Armageddon. 
Games of bridge or whist would be terrific for 
entertainrpent. and lots of games can be used to 
pa~s the time. You m1g!1t even pretend you're on a 
TOP SECRET 
Before you drive off. check your license plate. picnic or trapped on some deserted island. 
Proposed Guidelines For Surviving A Nuclear 
War From the Office of the First Lady 
Prologue: Nuclear War Can Be Fun 
Although Presidential Counselor Edward Meese 
once said that "nuclear war is something that may 
not be desirable," in fact it can be a challenging and 
exciting experience of the well-prepared American. 
Under the new plan. odd-number plates would go 
on even days. and vice versa. If you're one of those 
many people with .vanity plates. you can go anytime 
you want. Make sure you stop and get some gas 
before leaving the city. 
Part Three: The Recovery 
. After we win. it will be time for people to leave 
the shelters. whether they be holes in the ground or 
multi-million dollar complexes for such important 
government officials as the Dept. of Weights and 
Measures. 
There are a lot of advantages to nuclear war,. 
including instant urban renewal and a reduction in 
the welfare rolls, especially those tacky people who 
can't afford Dior gowns or a trip to Barbados; 
After a guick drive from the city, go for a while 
until yo~ fi'nd a nice farmhouse or surburban home. 
Knock on the door and introduce yourself, and ask 
the people if they would mind putting you up for a 
year or two. A nice bottle of Chablis would do 
wonders for breaking the ice. 
Since most of the industries and jobs will be gone, 
there won't be many jobs to go around. but 
everybody can keep their hands busy by burying the 
eighty million or so dead Americans. 
There won't be any food deliveries for a year or 
two. so you'll have to eat what's handy. Eat food 
from refrigerators first. freezers second and save 
canned goods for last. After that. birch bark can 
make a tasty soup. if there are any trees standing. 
So if you just keep your head on straight and 
follow these new Federal guidelines, everything will 
be all right. 
Part One: Evacuation 
Part Two: The Attack 
Once Ronnie gets the word that a war is coming 
with those nasty Russians, all of the cities will be 
evacuated. A private Lear jct or.a helicopter placed 
on your tennis court would be the best bet, but if 
you have to go slumming and use your car, here's 
the plan. 
Since Ronnie will only get about fifteen minutes 
warning. he'll be pretty busy while the missles fly. so 
the warning might not get out in time. However. if 
you're outside and you hear sirens or somebody 
shouting "Look out!", head for-the nearest shelter. 
Whatever you do, don't look at the fireball. but if 
you can't help yourself. ·some Foster Grants might 
do the trick for cutting down on retinal burns. 
You should then mail your change of adress 
cards as soon as possible. so important mail like 
your stock dividends or party invitations can get 
through. 
First, pay off all of your servants and place your 
valuables in at least one of your cars. Bring along 
such essentials as your credit cards, your 
checkbook, your Bible, your social security card, -
your fishing license and a change of address form 
you can get'from your local Post Office . If there's 
any ~oom, ~ome food and wa~er and extra clothing 
If you can't get into a shelter, dig a hole and place 
about three feet of <;lirt on any handy planks. Then 
just jump into the hole and drag the planks after 
you. Since you have to stay in the hole for about 
two weeks. it might be a good idea to bring some 
food. water, a candle and a blanket or two also. A 
bucket would be ju~~ ;-ight for doing you-kn9w-
what. Deodorant wq,rbe a must. 
There will be many difficulties for us after we win 
the war(and I'm sure we'll win; Ronnie told me so) 
like not being able to buy a summer ~ome in the 
Hamptons, since Long Island will be covered with 
Fallout. But if we all work together in the pioneer 
spirit that help made this country great. the 
American Republican way of like will persevere. 
Don't worry: your government has everything 
planned and under control. 
Letters 
superior to those or mv da v. To think 
that one person. Scott \Vils<ln. was able 
to complete in only a few short months 
what an entire staff had failed to 
accomplish in two vcars is truly a credit 
to the modern student. · 




To the Editor: 
As the semester's closing nears. 
students arc putting extra effort into 
their academic responsibilities in light 
of this terms final evaluation. Many of 
us forget the importance of the other 
side of the coin and that teachers arc 
evaluated too. Teacher evaluation time 
gives us as students an opportunity to 
express our thoughts on faculty 
performance and effectiveness. This 
semester I am especially concerned 
with the evaluation of one of the faculty 
I have had for two couscs. Hc·r 
performance extends far beyond what 
a computer print out could express. 
Laura Irwin has been a valuable 
asset to the communication 
Department. In September she took · 
the responsibility of running two 
classes. both of ~which I personally 
invested in. I couldn't be more pleased 
with the wav she conducted these 
courses.the information she had to 
offer and the in~ight we all bcncfittcd 
from as a result of her knowledge of the 
subject matter. Laura Irwin is a 
professional in the field of 
communications and is someone who 
we need in our dcp.artmcnt. As a 
student in comunication and a 
concerned student in the quality of my 
own education. I hope to see Laura 
Irwin as a part of the full time faculty irr 





To the Editor: 
I feel compelled to say something on 
ochalf of my own personal beliefs. 
rq_!~trding the recent replies to the 
. profile on Ms. Jacooson. Ms. Jacobson 
n·ry , ·h ·idty pointed out some hard 
facts that not all of us \\an.t to hear 
about. let alone !,;no\\ aoout. I aerl'C 
with her ,icws and h,l\c rccctllly 
decided to support feminist activities 
because or Ms. Jacobson and other 
women who hah' the courage to speak 
out. ( Bv the way. l 'm male). Six women 
wrote 1n and brought -up some bland 
points. but ended their entry on a 
rather stimulating note saying. "( Ms. 
Jacobson) Mayoc it is time for you to 
re-evaluate yourself. your beliefs and 
just what it is yot1 arc trying to 
accomplish ... 
Is it a social sin to rcllect upon our 
culture and speak up about what you 
sec as unjust'? 
By the· way. Jonathon Jennings. the 
Women's Center is ·one of the few 
places on campus that a person can 
come to and grab up a whole lot of non-
traditional and "non-conditionalizing" 
reading materials so that the person 
can evaluate thcmsclf'and find out how 
they feel about present day issues and 
circumstances. 
As a member of the Women's 
Center. I believe that we offer · 
alternative insights about the daily 
happenings in life. And. I have recently 
found myself cval\mting and re-
evaluating my conditioned self on an 
ongoing basis - as I'm sure my 
colleagues do . . too. I believe Ms . 
Jacobson's strength and thoughts come 
from her continuously re-evaluating 
herself and the world which she must 
deal with . 
I Whv should Ms. Jacobson re-
evaluate herself by your estimates'? 
Because she doesn"t think or act like 
you'!'? I believe Ms. Jacobson will do so 
on her own accord. without external 
pressure. especially from you women 
who arc content enough with the 
"gains" you've made in the past (which 
have yet to bring you social equality). I 
think Ms. .Jacobson looks at the · 
present and future in a very real and at 
times startling way. but at least she is an 
independent thinker 'and doer. 
• 
To the 1\lil\lr: 
Hubert Karrcman 
Durham 
Ha,inc iu, t 1,·.tl 1 ih,· titk. it 'L'L'llll.'d 
ri:·al natt;r;il iP: n 1,· tP take a tkkn,i,--· 
attitUlk (\\;1:d lhl,.' rr11fik artiL·k Ill 
.larll't .lani!->,1111. But in truth . alt,..-
rcadine thL· artil·k 1lwrc \\l'l'L' 111.im 
p11inh - \h . .lau•f->~011 t11u1:hL·d up11i1 
"hi1.:h I ,1c :·,·,· "ith \\'11mL·n ,trL' 
L'Xpl11n,·d in ' pPrtH>!,!raph~: man~ lllL'l1 
d11 Pnh t·hink ol ,,1,nll:n in :-.,·,u;il 
IL'rm~: i11l\\;1n1 ,:d rrq:nalll'iL·~ ~IP 111,·,~ 
ur ~11a11~ "•'1111..' 11\ Ii,,·~ ;ind \\Plll1,' !1 
~h11uld r,·,·,·,, l. th,· ,,tlllL' r,1~ lt1r 1!11.· 
~alllL' \\ ll ! ~ 
I rer~ona ': \ :l.'l' i th.ii \\l'llK' lldoha\L' 
keitimalL' i~~lll' \\ ith the \\a\ mam men 
tr~·at thL·m . And I can umin~tarid till' 
aneer man, \\t,mL' ll ha,e lo\\ar't l~ men 
n:cardine ihL·ir lrL'almL·nt. '°L'l. I lll'L'd 
to' react to the term man-hater( i.e. 
ha1ine all mL·nl rckrrcd to in the artiL·k . 
·1 P Ix~ ht1nL·~1 thi~ tL·rm t,11th intimidate~ 
and up~eh me . 
I nl'cd toa~k lw\\ thi~attitmk . \\hich 
~onK' ",11nL·n nw, h;I\ ,. t11\\ard~ ml'n. i~ 
;111y dillncni lroi11 hating other rc(1plc 
tiernu~c :or their nati11nali1,. eohir. 
rl'ligion. <ir ~oual prl'lncnn·.· 11ind all 
form~ of prL·.iudicc tragiL·~ I ~L'L' no 
u~cful purro~c .in hcing prl'_iudil'ed . 
How has ii l' \L'r tieen et1n~trueti,e'! 
Prejudil'c ha~ al\\a\s Ol'l'n a 
con,·ci1icnt mcchani~m \\ l1id1 allows us 
10 sec thine~ thL' ' \\a,· \\L' \\ant to s1,.'L' 
them and in-hioit~ our.a hi lit, to sl'c each 
other as indi, idual~ . Porniigraphy is a 
pnkt.:t l'xamplc ol lw\\ men h.1H· 
~lw\\n their hatred rrc_iudice toward~ 
\\omen. b it IHI\\ tinll' for \\Ollll'n to 
begin expressing their anger: hatred 
ttrnanb men in a ~,mllar lash1on·.• M~ . 
.lacoti~on stall'~ in till' artide that .. I\\O 
\Hone~ do not makL· a rieh1.·· 11ih·d to 
thin!,; '1h;i•1 thi~ ~tatL·ment'arrlic~ in thi~ 
c1~L' . St1ml'\\ hL·rc alone till' lim· I lwrc 
that both sexes begin to appreciate the 
, ·alu,· in cooperating\\ ith one another 
rathL·r than ~1rueeline to ~cc \\IW \\ill 
tlliminatc o\LT ,~ 110111. ·1 hcrL· i~ plenty 
ol room for ero\\th in tioth ~L'XL·~ .' 
' .lcrr~ SorgL' 
• 
To the Editor: 
I am writing to express my sadness 
and concern oYcr the responses 
generated by your April 16 profile of 
feminist Janet Jacobson . 
· I read todav's Letters section and 
saw the , ·icws· of sc,cral people who 
seem intolerant of Janet and her 
position. 
It is \'cry frequently the case that 
leaders of social mcwcmcnts arc seen as 
.. too extreme" hy the wry people who . 
will one day than!,; them for their 
courage. 
.lanct\··•sin .. sccms to he that she has 
the strength and commitment to spcal,; 
out. while others express sii11ilar ,icws 
only in r,rirntc. I 
I lul\c nothing out admiration for 
· Janet\ integrity.~ 
Sinccrcl\·. 
Kenneth Sole. Ourhain 
• 
To the Editor: 
In response to the profile on Janet 
Jacobson in last Friday\ paper. I feel 
that there is no justification for her 
offensive attitude over feminism . As a 
representative of the Women's Center. 
she says she will continue to educate 
men and women about women's issues. 
I don't sec how this has been or will be 
accomplished through her platform as 
a man-hater. 
A most essential step in supporting 
one side of an issue is to be objective. 
Ms. Jacobson alienates the individual 
man's point of view. It is quite obvious 
that she considers men her opposition 
and feels compelled to attack them with 
anger and hatred . She is fighting 
against men instead of fighting for 
women. Her direction is taken in vain. 
She is backing herself and her 
objectives against a cement wall. which 
puts her on the defensive . 
As an advocate of freedom of choice. 
Ms. Jacobson seems hypocritical in her 
opinions. Pro-choice fr>r abortion 
rights is fine. but what about personal 
choices involving shaving and reading 
magazines'! Such trivial issues serve no 
purpose for her attacks against men . 
Let's face it. Janet. Today is a man's 
world and we as women must come 
face to face with them on a common 
level. being rational and realistic. or 
nothing will change. Change docs not 
happen overnight. It is not as simple as 
throwing the make-up. satin pants. and 
razor away . 
Sincerely. 
Laura E. Swick 
Member Alpha Xi Delta Sorority 
• 
To the Editor: 
In the past month or so. I haw read 
sc\·cral articles from women who call 
thcmscl,cs "Man-Haters... In these 
articles the point that comes across. is 
that these women feel that the men of 
the world arc out to get them.They feel 
that men have purposely placed them 
on the bottom rung of the social ladder. 
They feel that they arc being treated as 
sexual objects with no respect for their 
minds. The,· state that the,· arc forced 
to sha,c their legs and armpits in order 
to be accepted by the men who 
"go,·crn .. them .. They - arc physically 
ahuscd. h,· hcine forced to wear heels 
that dam:1ge th~ir posture. They feel 
afraid to w.111,; throueh a crowded area . 
for fear that somco11c will pinc:h their 
precious little dcrrierc. or rnal,;c some 
dcrrocaton· sexual remark . 
To 'these· ladies I sa, hull! I for one 
- can tell , ·ou that men ·arc not the onh· 
ones wh·o pinch asses or shout scxmil 
remarks. out I don't "!i,t in fear .. that 
at an\' moment someone n~iehl whistle 
at mi:. These women feel 111:,1 the,· arc 
cfo,niminatl'd against. and I agree.they 
arc. but this thing about man-haters · 
ridiculous. Sure there are men out the, 
who treat women like dirt. and wh 
think that women arc inferior. but th;, 
doesn't hold true to all of us. 
In many ways society has a long wa 
to go before women will have cqualit'. 
but man-hating isn't going to help tr 
situation . These .. man-haters" fail t 
sec what they themselves are doin1 
They arc condemning an entire sc 
occausc of the action of some of it 
members. Now there you can have 
classic case of discrimination which ca 
not be denied. 
I think that these women ha, 
missed a valuable lesson . If you ai 
going to stand up for a cause; you can 
have a double standard or you lose a 
validity. If yo_u want equality you mu: 
first be willing to gi,c it. Not to just 
few. but to all. If you can't do that. the 
you have no right to be critici1ing tt 
people who arc doing the same. it 
hypocracy. _ 
One of the biggest ppints that w, 
brought up by these women is the w, 
females arc portrayed in the mcdi, 
Well it isn't a one way strcc 
Maga;,.incs also use the "macho" ma 
image. hut I don't think that the womc 
I meet sec me as macho as a result 1 
seeing men such as that. Playgi 
survi,·cs for one reason. because it sell 
If it did not. do you think it would be c 
the shelves'! No. and you can't convim 
me that women buy it as 
counterstatcmcnt to Playboy. lfpcop 
want to sell their scxualitv. fine. 
that's what they want. let them do i 
out that shouldn't have anything to c 
with the way you feel about yo, 
scxualit\'. 
As fc;r the dress codes society h, 
placed on us. they also effect the mal 
If a man doesn't dress appropriately. I 
is ridiculed. but I don't sec what the b 
deal is there. We arc social creature 
our actions arc dictated bv the socie 
in which WC live. If soml:crnc dcviat 
from the norm society reacts. that is 
simple fact of life. Whether or not y1 
wcar--hich heels or flat shol's docs n 
inhibit the function ofvour mind.and 
it docs. maybe you should take a go< 
look at , ·ourself. 
., The b·iggcst problem we ha,c is th 
people \\ ho arc trying to get cquali 
arc not gi,·ing equality. We still have 
long way to go in the quest for cquali 
of the sexes. and it won't be easy. b 
outrnging the men of the "orld isr 
going to speed up the prol'ess. it " 
0111\ mal,;c matters worse. So ladies 
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The Co0101uter /Transfer 
Center is now accepting 
applications for paid 
staff positions for 
the 1982-83 academic . year 
*Editor-in Chief 
Commuter -Advocate 
*Off Campus Housing 
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For more information, contact Linda Tibbetts at the 
commuter/Transfer Center, room 136, MUB 
THE STRAFFORD HOUSE 
and THE STRAFFORD MANOR 
STUDENT RENTALS AVAILABLE FOR FALL 
SEMESTER, 1982 
PRICES START AT $650.00 per semester (all 
utilities included) 
SUMMER RENTALS START AT $150.00 per 
month (all utilities included) 
Rental Office at The Strafford House call : 868-2192 
14 Strafford Ave, Durham, N.H. 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
Single and Double occupancy rooms 
Electric heat with individual thermostats 
Wall to wall carpeting 
All rooms completely furnished 
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room 
Telephone and television jacks 
Parking available ' 
Lau n._dromat 
Lounge area 
. Year-round Patio 
. The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are located 
in the heart of Durham, N.H. with all the facilities of the 
University of New H_ampshire within walking distance. 
WARNING · 
To All -Students 
*Summer Job Market at All Time Low! 
*Cutbacks Slash Student Aid! . 
*Education ·Costs Skyrocket! 
This is the situation you must face in the upcoming months. You need 
a solid, · high paying summer iob in order to cover your education and 
extra expenses. But in today's economy, how do you get one?? NOW 
there is HELP!! Finch Associates, a professional employment 
research firm, is proud to announce the long awaited publication of 
That Extra Edge: "The Ultimate Summer Job Hunting Manual"! 
After 7 years of intensive summer job market investigation, we have 
developed a manual bursting with the techniques you need to obtain 
that special job. With procedures customized for the student, we lead 
you step by step towards a profitable summer! 
With That Extra Edge -- you will know: 
**Where to find the high paying jobs in your area!. 
**How to make an employer select you over oth_W applicants! 
**Those rarely revealed secrets of the hiring process; and, how they 
can work to your advantage! 
**How to save time and avoid the frustrations of job hunting! 
** And many more amazing employment methods -- proven to be 
successful! 
That Extra Edge: "The Ultimate Summer Job Hunting Manual" is 
being offered at a special introductory price of $4.95. It will pay for 
itself over and over again with fantastic job opportunities. TakeAction 
and order NOW! -- so you will have That Extra Edge when you need it 
· most -- this summer!! . 
Simply fill in the handy coupon below and send to: 
Finch Associates 23 Gordon Dr. Londonderry, N.H. 03053 
***Order today and receive our exclusive listing of summer job 
contacts -- Absolutely Freel 
--------------------------Yesl! I need That Extra Edge in finding a great summer 
job. Please Rush my manual First Class. I enclose $4.95. 
Name ____________________ _ 
Address. _____________________ _ 
City ______ State ____ _ Zip _______ _ 
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Arts & Features 
Charlie Daniels Band plays to a full house • Ill Snively 
By Matt Purwinis Crain also played many solos and 
In a tightly performed two hour fills adding to the overall fullness 
show The Charlie Daniels Band of the sound. 
provided a near-sellout crowd in At the midpoint of the show the 
Snively Arena Sunday night with band played "Reflections" an ode 
an energetic variety of music to late great musicians which 
ranging in forms from straight featured a mandolin-style dual 
forward southern rock and boogie guitar melody . The song, a 
to bluegrass and gospel. narrative on the live '., of Elvis 
"Before tonight we'd played in Presley, Janis Joplin and Ronnie 
every state but New Hampshire" a Van Zandt, made use of a large 
grinning Daniels told the audience video screen whcih was hung 
in a thick 'southern drawl "and behind the band. Upon round of 
damn, this is finally the last one." the chorus ("But it's a I right 
The crowd then broke into a now / Heaven should be proud") 
roar and Daniels gave them his photo stills of the above 
traditional concert greeting: "It's a performers were shown . on the 
privilege and an honor to be here screen . Near the end of the song the 
tonight. we're The Charlie Daniels band turned to face the screen as 
Band from Mount Juliet, photographsofTommyCrain(ex-
Tennessee." From that point on Marshall Tucker Band bassist), 
the band ripped into a 24 song Duanne Allman . Berry Oakley, 
show which kept a largely older Harry Chapin, Buddy Holly. Jimi 
crowd on their feet a good portion Hendrix, Keith Moon, Mama 
of the night. Cass Elliot, John Lennon and 
Five of the bands first ten songs Blues Brother John Belushi were 
came from their latest album flashed on it. • 
"Windows". One of the five was After this slow. moving ballad 
the hit single "Still In Siagon" the band pic ked up the tempo and 
which the band had performed on went inot a string of their hit songs. 
"Saturday Night Live" the night On "In America" played to the 
before . crowd, ad-libing the lines "Just go 
Throughout the first half of the and lay your hands on a Durham 
concert the band showed that they Wildcat fan and I think you're 
were much more than Charlie gonna finally understand". Tom Crain and Charlie Daniels fill Snively with sweet southern rock. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Daniels and his group of hired "Uneasy Rider." and "The Lege"nd 
musicians. Keyboardest "Taz" ' of Wooley Swamp" both had the stage and returned with his black a nd I ommy Caldwell. The loudeSt 
f. · cheers of the evening came during 
Daniels yelling "We'd be honored 
to play more music for the great 
state of New Hampshire." DiGregorio and lead guitarist Tom audience sin
ging along as well. In 1ddJe which brought the crowd to "The Devil Went Down To 
C rain shared the spotlight with "Long Ha·1red Country Boy" the their feet for the remainder of the 
, · Georgia" with fans screaming after 
Daniels . on numerous songs. crowd sang along wildly with the show. the verse "I told you once you son 
The encore opened with the 
traditional bluegrass piece 
"Orange Blossom Special". The 
tune featured a hot fiddle solo 
followed by DiGrcgorio piano 
DiGregorio sang on "The Lady In verse "People say I'm no good and Daniels kept the fiddle out of a bitch I'm the best that's ever 
Red", "No Potion For The Pain-", crazy as a loon. cuz I get stoned in performing the songs "Texas" and been. 
and ".litterbug". Crain sang "Let the morning, I get drunk in the the trademark tunes "The Devil 
The Blind Man Play", "Lonesome afternoon." Went Down To Georgia" and "The Following "The South's Gonna 
Boy From Dixie". and "Franklin On the 18th song of the show, South's Gonna Do It" which was Do It" thc band left the stagc a nd 
J:i:f ::°:~:::~:1:iii:itli::~:):i:i:i:i:l:i::m~:i:~:t:i~ :i:!:i:filii~:ii:ili~::::t}ili:ii:::::::::;:ilrnI:i::1~:;;:i:i:Ii;:;:::::litlli::°::f::i:l:i::::~ 11:i::::~:"::i:i:1:J:::~:;:;:1::°:1:i::;:;:::11'\:i:~~;:~ii:i:°::i:ii::ill:)iilitrnll:i:~::):[ji:::i:i:i~::i:\:1:1:ttl@ 
The traum·as of chocolate addiction 
I knew as I gazed at the decapitated body -it all 
had to stop. It was only a matter of time before I 
was caught. I couldn't go on living like this. · 
Biting the head off my chocolate bunny, I knew I 
was a CHOCOLATE ADDICT. 
My daily fix of chocolate had reached an 
incredible height. I needed a minimum of two Big 
Block bars a day. It was getting hard to hide my 
addiction from my friends. 
Pimples· are the trackmarks of the chocolate 
addict. People afflicted with chocolatis addictus 
can usually be seen going into movie theaters at 
least once a week to get a really good high . 
There, in the darkened theater, they consume the 
sweet delights. Pockets are crammed with 
chocolate purc~ased at a store--it's cheaper than the 
theater concession. 
The daily habit for chocolatis addictus victims 
can run into hundreds of dollars per year. A person 
suffering from a minimum two-bar-a-day habit of 
pure chocolate will face a cost of about $300. Some 
economize, buving the case, and often becoming 
dealers themsefves. 
Snacks are supplemented with "meal time" 
chocolate. Meal time chocolate can consist of 
breakfasts of Cocoa Puffs drowned in chocolate 
milk with chocolate donuts, oval tine washing down 
the lunchtime sandwich which is folowed by 
brownie; and / or cookies, and suppers that end 
with chocolate ice cream smothered in Hershey's 
chocolate syrup followed by Creme de Cacao. 
But these foods will subdue the true chocolate 
addict for only a few short hours. If they do not 
obtain that rich, cocoa brown food (with or without 
nuts) their behavior i::an become erratic. 
Add ictus victims start to twitch. Often their eyes 
will blink rapidly. Saliva starts to build-up at the 
corners of the mouth. Furtively they 'begin to look 
for the nearest candy counter whether it be at The 
Cat's Closet or T &C. , 
Upon entering the store the addict will ·coyly take 
a turn a round the various displays, possibly picking 
up a useless item and then beating a path to the cash 
register--and the :racks of candy it lor~s over. . 
Chocolate addicts can go for years without being 
noticed. They hide their excessive habits in the guise 
of holiday festi,iti e, . An~· li01iday is fair ga~e. 
At Halloween they dress up and Trick or Treat 
(they especially like Darth Vader outfits) . Town 
after town they go, time and exhaustion are their 
only limitations (they carry stretch nylon treat 
bags). 
At Valentines Day they're known to send 
themselves huge heart boxes of gooey candy. 
During Christmas they make sure their stockings 
(usually pantyhose) are hung with care (in hopes 
that chocolate will soon be there). 
But Easter takes the cake! There is no end to the 
amount of chocolate one can , gluttonously 
· consume. Easter egg hunts were invented by an 
addictus victim so he could hide in the woods as he 
ate chocolate bunnies. 
This is where ITaced my bunny, the head and ears 
gone in one gulp. . 
All the symptoms had been there. Every meal 
included chocolate . Snacks were exclusively 
chocolate. Lip gloss was chocolate. My favorite 
clothes were cocoa colored. 
Who would have thought it would come to this. I 
started out with just a few M&M's, plain at first, 
and then peanuf Junior Tootsie Rolls were also 
interesting: they stuck to the roof of my mouth and 
my teeth. My dentist even had a few choice words to 
say. Dentists are always the first to know--your 
- parents are second. 
But there is hope for all the chocolate addicts of 
the world. There is research being done on 
chocolate and its effects on the human condition. 
Some manufacturers are now putting nutritional 
information on the candy bar jackets. According to 
Nestle's figures, eating ten GO-AHEAD bars 
would provide you with I OO~i of your minimum 
daily requir~m~nt of manY. vitamins an~ mir:ierals. 
Nobodv 1s immune. Smee prevention 1s not 
possible, researchers have turned to finding a cure. 
Two treatments have had positive results. One is 
to quit cold turkev (vou mav have noticed some 
frothing students ~lfl)Und campus). This type of 
therapy is usually group oriented and decidedly 
distasteful to a long-term addict. 
The second is desensitization by overexposure. 
This sounded like a pleasurable treatment. I figured 
c,cn if it didn't work it would be a fascina_ting 
experi111ent. 
by Emily Sniythe 
My chocolate deprogrammer swept me off to 
Hershey, Pennsylvania, home of the famous 
Hershey chocolate factory. There I was taken on an 
intense tour of the plant. 
Suddenly I knew this wasn't going to be as easy as 
I anticipated. One room we went through had a six 
foot conveyor belt coursing its length. At the end of 
the belt' was a machine that packaged most of the 
millions of Kisses that were shimmering their way 
into the room , their foil reflecting the glare of the 
lights. 
Building up underneath the end of the belt was a 
veritable mountain of Kisses. I wanted to fling 
myself into them as a child does a pile of freshly 
raked leaves in the fall. But I wasn't allowed to 
touch a single one. My ha_nds were taped behind my 
back. 
The smell throughout the factory was heady. The 
further into the plant we went, the stronger it got. It 
became overwhelming and my head began to spin. 
My deprogrammer had saved the worst for last. 
After about t\'No hours of visual and nasal abuse, we 
came to a long corridor. I was finding it harder and 
harder to walk. 
The corridor was lined with glass windows. He 
forced me up against one of these. There before me 
was a huge square vat about IO feet long and 6 feet 
wide. A large wooden paddle spanning its width 
made a hypnotic motion as it mixed the brown 
ooze. 
The next thing I knew I was fallir:ig into the vat. 
The chocolate was warm, and beqmlmgly secure. I 
nes1/ed down in it. 
Suddenly, I was suffocating. I couldn't surface. I 
was sinking deeper and deeper into the quagmire. I 
tried to scream--it was muffled. I flailed and kicked 
and struggled. 
I then fell out-of bed, wringing wet with sweat, 
twisted in my bed sheets. 
Later they told me I had passed out while 
watching the chocolate being mixed in the vat. 
The cure was complete. I haven't been able to 
face anything chocolate since. Occasionally my 
sweet tooth flares up. My deprogrammer suggested 
harmless jelly beans. · 
Did you realize there are over 25 flavors of jelly 
heans .... 
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Whose Life • ZS it Anyway opens 
By Martha Thomas 
When docs life become useless, 
and who should be allowed to 
decide when it docs and what 
should be done'? 
Whose Life is it Anyway, 
opening tonight in the Johnson 
Theater is, according to director 
David Magidson, a play that 
addresses these questions and 
more. 
Ken Harrison ( played by Joel 
Porter) is a young sculptor who is 
paralyz<.'d from the neck down in 
an autom0bilc accident. Because, 
as Porter said, "without the use of 
his hands, life has become 
meaningless," he decides that he 
would like to die. 
But he is forced to stay in the 
hospital, said Magidson, because 
he is determined severely 
depressed and t_hcrefore 
incapahlc of making his own 
dcc1s1ons. I he doctor has . him 
committed. and he is no longer a 
voluntary patient, no longer in 
control of his own destiny. 
"We sec this all the time," said 
Magidson. citing the Karen 
Quinlan case in which Quinlan. in 
what doctors determined an 
incurable coma became subject for 
national controversy ove·r "the 
right to life," or cuthenasia . 
Quinlan's parents wanted to 
remove her from the life· support 
systems while the state argued this 
to be murder. 
"Nobody really knows how to 
approach these issues." said 
Magidson. "We live in a society 
that follows a J udco-Christian 
tradition, a tradition that says, 
only God can take life." 
"We're reluctant to draw the 
Ken Harrison (Joel Porter) questions Dr. Emerson's (ScottWilson) 
judgement in .. Whose Life is it Anyway?" (Carolyn Blackmar photo) 
linc--if we make the choice once, it 
becomes a 'makcabk' choicc--so 
we can make it for others." 
The play, said Magidson, is 
"slightly tilted in · Harrison's · 
direction." The audience 
empathizes with his conviction, 
but "it makes you understand that 
the decision is not simple." 
Magidson said. "He gets what he 
wants. but he has to pay for it." 
Scott Wilson. who plays Dr. 
Emerson, wants to keep Ken alive 
"for his own good. He doesn't 
realize his potential," said Wilson. 
"When someone's injured he goes 
tlirough a physical and mental 
injury--1 don't believe he's fully 
recovered until both sides are 
healed," Wilson continued. 
Wil~on, who read Dr. Kubler-
Ross's On Death and Dying to 
prepare his character, feels that 
· Harrison should be allowed to die. 
"Where only one person is affected 
by the decision. it should be up to 
that individual," he said. "but only 
after a certain amount of therapy 
to help him sec the light." 
Veronica Knapp, who plays the 
part of Mrs. Gillian Doyle. a social 
worker, says that her character is 
unable -to help Harrison because 
· she's been trained to treat these 
cases a certain way--"she's 
frustrated," said Knapp, 
describing this conflict between 
her character's professional and 
emotional involvement. 
But personally. Knapp thinks 
Harrison's choice is valid. ''I've 
always thought personal choice is 
important, but each case is 
different. each person's state of 
mind is different," she said. 
Preparing for Harrison, Porter 
said. wa · challenging. "I am an 
actor--! know what it would be like 
to lose my arms and legs. to no 
longer be able to do what i" so 
important." he said. 
But the most difficult part of 
creating Ken Harrison, said 
Porter, had nothing to do with the 
-, moral problem, it was "learning 
PLAY, page 15 
The optimist won't suffocate in the lettuce. ( Carolyn Blackmar 
photo) 
Dance Recital : idealistic 
By Laura Brennan . 
It seems a student's life is filled 
with deadlines. Day after day, class 
after class: rarely are we given the 
chance to formally express our 
ideas. This weekend, Cindy 
Matheison did just that. 
Matheison. · a senior da nee 
major, presented her senior project· 
on Friday and Saturday nights. 
Over one-hundred people gathered 
at New Hampshire Hall to watch 
"Misty Morning" and "Suffocat-
ing in the Lettuce." two dances 
choreographed entirely by 
Matheison. 
"Suffocating in the Lettuce" is a 
modern dance which explores the 
conflict of money versus 
happiness. Danced toJhe music of 
David Corell. it tells the story of 
four people interacting. each 
possessing her own style. 
The dancers, Kathar:ine 
Amsden, Peggy Bohan, Lisa 
Rector, Millie Pelletier (Sat.) and 
Laurie Kochanek ( Fri.), seem 
~ap_py. Each is an integral part of 
the group: there is no leader. 
Suddenly. their society ts 
interrupted by a False Prophet, 
danced by Mary McHenry. The 
False Prophet is serpentine. 
tempting the others with money, 
glamour, and comfortable 
conformity. 
A Confusion Dance erupts. The 
individuals are torn between their 
need for self expression and the 
glitter of this False Prophet. 
Finally, an Optimist (Tom 
La Pierre) comes forth. He dances 
alone and yet. there is a strong 
feeling of togetherness. He has 
found a peaceful calm in himself. 
despite the complexities of society. 
The piece is a strong statement 
about Matheison herself. "It's 
something I have in me. this . 
nagging question of which way to 
go. Should I create art'? Should I 
make money'!" Matheison softens, 
as though having asked the 
question a hundred times. 
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(continued from page 13) 
solo. During the piano break Crain 
and Daniels both ran off stage and 
returned with elcctricallv wired 
banjos. After exchanging licks 
Cm.in returned to his electric and 
Daniels his fiddle and the two 
performed an ama,ing duel 
fiddle . guitar solo with both 
musicians playing the same notes 
on their respective instruments. 
Following the "Orange Blossom 
Special" a 15 member black gospel 
choir foined the band onstage for a 
quick set of traditional Gospel 
music. The band played "Ama,ing 
Grace" and "Will The Circle Be 
Unbrc)ken" with the choir filling 
the arena with their voice~. 
The band's music sounded 
surprisingly clean and the voices 
clear and undistorted in the retired 
airplane hanger bought by the 
University now called Snively 
Arena. Daniel's and Crain's duel 
and solo leads were exceptionally 
tight. . The rythym section of 
Jim Marshall and Fred Edwards 
on drums and percussion and 
Charlie Havwood on bass also cut 
through cleanly and . provided a 
strong background and punch. 
Jimmy Hall. the former 
frontman of Wet Willie performed 
a 40 minute opening act with his 
new band The Jimmy Hall Band. 
Hall saing and played saxaphone · 
and harmonica on songs from his 
second solo album "Caddilac 
Tracks". He ended his set with 
"Keep On Smilin' " the most 
popular ·song from his Wet Wilie 
days. Ha II joined Daniels on stage. 
playing harmonica on "The 
South's Gonna Do It". 
It's odd that crustv Yankees like - ( 
us would welcome them souther 
Rebels so enthusiastically. I guess 
it just goes to show what good taste 
we have . Besides. when the music is 
that good, how can you not like it? 
THE 
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( continued fro~ page J 4) 
Her second piece is a pas de deux Both pieces are an inspiration to 
featuring herself and Keith the meaning of dance. "Because if 
Jidorski . The music is Mathieson's vou have no message." Matheison 
own composition. ~ays. "you have no dance. You just 
"It happened one morning at hcW\·e steps." 
summer camp." she said. "When I And while Matheison ponders 
woke up. my window was fogged her question for the hundred-and-
and the land was a sea of mist." first time. she has my assurance 
The vision inspired her to create a that her message was well received. 
ballet about two lovers in the mist. 
I • -
~PLAY-
(continued from page 14) 
how to lie still for so long." At the 
beginning of rehearsals. Porter; 
would go home and put a record 
on the stereo and "practice laying 
still for 40 to 50 minutes at a time. 
Now he says. it's not as bad as it 
was at the beginning. 'Tm not 
saying it doesn't hurt though." he 
said. "Little things like itches 
become an issue--things you 





An Introductory Course 
for All Majors 
FIELD WORK SMALL CLASSES 
PASS1 FAIL 
Sign up now in the Education· Dept. 
Morrill Hall_ Rm. 206 




• Permanent Centers open days. • Opportunity to make up missed 
evenings and weekends. lessons. 
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full- • Voluminous home-study materials 
time staff. SM . . . constantly updated by research-
• CompleteTEST-N-TAPE fac1l1t1es ers expert in their field . 
for review of class lessons and • Opportunity to transfer to and 
supplementary matenals. . continue study at any of our over 
• Classes taught by skilled instruc- 100 centers. tors. 
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE 
GRE PSYCH & BIO• MAT• PCAT • OCAT • VAT• TOEFL 
MSKP • NMB • VQE e ECFMG • FLEX • NOB• NLE 
cs~-H. 
l ~~T~ TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
Call Days_ Eves & Weekends 
P11• p ctr1• thi s ~ u11111u·, , f()r tell! 
, •x, 1111 -, Ca ll cnll,· <t 16 171 482 
74 20 N"wton ;incl C.11nilr1clcw 
locc1I1011s now 01wn 1 
For Information About Other Centers 
Outside NY State 





Is It Anyway? 
by Brian Clark 
directed by Davip J. Magidson 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham 
April 27-May 1 at 8 p.m. 
April 28 a.t) R.m. 
Preview: 'April 26 at 8 p.m. 
General: $4 
UNH student-employee/Senior: $3 
Preview: $1 
Reservations: (603) 862-2290 
Dinner Theater Package 
New England Center Restaurant 
1980 
The International Studenfs Association of 
the University of New Hampshire cordially 
invites you to travel 
Around the World 
in an Evening 
GRANITE 
IS IN! 
If you were an undergrad in 
1979-1980, stop by the Granite 
·office, Rm. 125, MlJB. 
Hurry ... There's only a limited 
number of copies available. 
Join us for an International Celebration.You will enjoy an 
elegant buffet of authentically prepared, native dishes from 
around the world. To enhance the international flavor of 
your dining experience, you will be entertained by a · 
colorful variety of spectacles from around the globe. The 
evening will be continued with dancing to the sound of 
"Special Feeling" with opportunities to learn traditional 
native dances. The evening promises to be one of splendor, 







Saturday. May 1. 1982 
Churd1 of St. Thomas More. Catholic Student Center. 
· .Mucllmry Road. Durham, N.H. · 
6:30 p.m., pum:h. wine and hors d'oue,-res will he sen·ed. 
7:00 p.m. International Cuisine Buffet 
Students g5_50 General Admission g7_50 
Call ( 603 )862-2290 or 868-7390 or mail a · <.'heck made 
puyublc to the International Student Ass.:x.1ation. Tickets 
may he picked up at the Memorial Union tkkct office or will 
he mailed upon request. Please indudc your name. hf\tests 
names and mailing address. R.S.V.P. by April 23. 1982. As 
we urc presently holding your tickets from public sale a 
speed~· reply would he most apprcdutc<l. 
We hope you will uttcnd and dress in u costume that will add vour own 
inlcmationul fla,·or to this c,·cnt. · 
ttilflltAittii 
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(continued from page 9) 
beer like a coke. then they should 
be careful. It's not social drinkine." 
It's not always easy for Paul. 
He said that by the nature of 
alcoholism. it's a disease that leads 
its victims to say they're not like 
other alcoholics. . 
"It's easy to think. 'well. I can 
handle it now.' You've got to tell 
someone. that's where the disease 
lies. I still go through that." 
Like thousands of other 
recovering alcoholics, Paul lives 
for today. that's all. . 
"It's the only moment," said 
Paul. "You learn to live for 
y0urself. you believe in a Higher 
Power. and you find your own 
niche. It's all within you. How do 
you feel about your life now--
good'? Everybody can have that. 
but it takes a lot of work." 
Another who has had contact 
with an alcoholic has a much more 
violent story. 
Sally (not her real name) had 
been raised in a "normal" family. 
There was never any violence and 
she said she was never spanked or 
hit. 
At eighteen.she was married. 
Three years later her husband died, 
leaving her with four children. A 
male friend offered to help bring 
her out of her loneliness: he 
suggested that they go out 
drinking. 
They were married within a 
short time. Before their marriage. 
she said. he told her not to worry 
about his drinking. that things 
would change. 
"They did." said Sally. "They 
got worse." 
The abuse began within a short 
amount of time. He drank daily 
and abused her both physically 
and verbally. 
"I didn't knew anything about 
alcoholism." said Sally. "He would 
say things like. 'I wouldn't drink it 
you were a better wife and mother.' 
I took them personally." , 
The physical abuses ranged 
from ripping the phone off the wall 
to taking the distributor cap from 
the car so that she couldn't leave. 
He ran at her with a car, 
shooting at her twice with a rifle. 
She wasn't hit, but the rocks from 
their driveway flew up from the 
force of the shots and struck her in 
the back of her legs, leaving welts. 
"During our marriage, he hit my 
daughter and bounced her off the 
wall," said Sally. "And he had no 
recall of ever doing that." 
Then there were the suicide 
attempts. During the last, he made 
her kneel in front of him and held a 
gun to her head. Although she had , 
no real feeling of spirituality before 
that time, during that moment. she 
said, it felt like a miracle. He 
dropped the pistol. She divorced 
him. 
Shortly afterward, she met a 
man who had recently joined AA. 
. He told her about AI-Anon--a 
group organized to help the 
husbands, wives, and others close 
to alcoholics cope. . 
"For seven years I had said, 
'There's got to be a better way to 
live,' said Sally. "From that first 
meeting, I knew I had found a 
home." 
Through Al-Anon, Sally has 
learned that alcoholism is a three-
fold disease; physical, mental, and 
spiritual, and that she was as much 
affected as the alcoholic. She said 
that she couldn't eat because she 
was so worried, she was confused 
as to what to do, and at that time 
she had no spiritual feelings. 
"God couldn't leave me in a 
situation like that," she said . 
She has been in the program for 
three and a half years now. 
"Before," said Sally, "I cried a 
lot; I couldn't make decisions. I 
had stomach pains bcause I was 
always nervous, and I was 
uncertain about what would be 
foun<i in my home at night. Al-
Anon has given me back my 
identity of who I am." 
*** 
.___A_pa_r_t_me_n_ts_f_o_r _R_en_t__, [ 11 I 
Summer sublet/fall option . Newmarket, 
Sliding Rock Apartment . 2 Bedroom, wall 
to wall carpeting, walk-in closets. On 
Kari-Van Route, 5 mins to Durham. 
Tenn i's court , washer / dryer. Porch, 
private storage shed, ample parking, 
baseball field . Aw:ilable May 26, call 659-
6098. $300/ month.5/7 
Summer Room51 for Rent at Alpha Gamma 
Rho. Co-Ed Habitation with all privileges 
of the house. Excellent living conditions .. 
Call Fig at 862-1306 or 868-9859. 4 130 
Summer sublet : ·Just 5 minutes by car 
from campus . Large enough for 3 or 4 
.people . Partially furnished . Two 
bedrooms, living room, kitchen and 
bathroom . Plenty of parking . Quiet 
setting. Just $278/ mo. ($69 50 per 
person) Avail~ble end of May. Call 868-
5858. 517 
DURHAM SUMMER SUBLET: Webster 
House. Great location -walking distance 
to campus and downtown. Fully 
furnished. Call Melinda at 868-9897 or 
862-3283. 5/7 
For Rent : Dover Duplex 5 B.R. Laundry 
room , ga'rden space, pets okay with 
landlord 's permission. $500 / month . 
June through June lease. Call Pam 742 -
1485 Weekdays, 726-8642 weekends 
4 27 
Summer Sublet - one roommate wanted 
to share house in Durham, close to 
Downtown, $175/ mo. utilities included. 
Call 2-2454 or 868-9743 and ask for Mike 
or Dennis in Rm . 239 for more info. 
Attention : Summer Sublet . Great 
Durham location (Ghetto - 22 Garrison 
Ave:) Very nice - Pa.rt furnished. 'Rent very 
reasonable. Call Lori or Joanne 868-
1432. 
Live at the Villa, Maria, Durham 's own 
vineyard Mill Rd. Two minute walk to T-
Hall. Sublime atmosphere for the summer 
months. Six single bedrooms available .. 
You won 't want to miss this chance! Rent 
negotiable, Call 868-1145 leave number 
and name. 
Sl 00/ month / person SUMMER SUBLET. 
includes everything . In Dove-r, 4 
bedrooms. full kitchen, living room, dining 
room . br eezy porch , partially furnished, 
on Kari -Van route . Nice neighborhood, 
close to downtown . Rent neg1otiable . Jen 
868-9804, Carol 868-9789 or Scott 742-
2096 . Don't need four people to 
rent.4 / 30 
Summer Sublet w / fall option 3 bedroom 
apt. in Lee needs 1 roomate 
$75 1 month 1 person includes all utilities. 
Country setting and fireplace . Call Henry 
or Dave 868 -2614.5 7 
Summer Sublet for (4) people in Durham 
w 1 fall option for two 2 bedrooms, 
kitchen, l1vingroom with fireplace and bay 
window, back yard, porch . Call Nancy 2-
. 2172 or Abby 2-1070, 868 -9890 
For Rent - Dover, 2 bedroom sublet on K-
van . Modern , $290 includes hot water . 
Pool , tennis . No pets . Days call 742 -9212 
(Bill Barton) Eves. and weekends 742 -
8546. 
Summer Sublet w / fall option . 
Newmarket . Roomy 4 bedroom apt . Space 
available for up to 3. $100/ month plus 
utilities . Call Jana Evenings 659-
5956.4/29 
For rent : 1 bedroom, furnished 
apartment, walking distance to UNH . 
$200 mo. plus utilities. Avai lable June 1. 
Call 868-1142 after 5 p.m . Lease 
required. 
Large room for rent with adjoining study 
room . Rent includes all utilities. Private 
phone, private entrance . Kitchen and bath 
priveleges . Quiet country setting . Ten 
minutes to UNH. Call 868-1000 
Summer Rooms . Rental in Durham. 
Walking distance. No smokers. Limited 
cooking . $110.00 per month. Call 868-
1042.4130 
MARTHA'S VINEYARD - Room available 
for 1 or 2 males in a 3 bedroom house in 
EDGARTO,WN for the summer season. 
$900 plus utilities per person for May 25 -
Labor day. Must contact promptly. call 
Mike at 2-1389 or 868-9835 
Summer Sublet - Durham " The Coops" 
(Dennison Rd .) 2 bedroom apt. w / kitchen, 
livingroom w / fireplace, and balcony. 
Furnished - cheap price - call Sue or 
Suzanne 868-5923 Available for 3 
females . 
Dover: Summer Sublet with fall option. 
For two females . 3 bedroom apartment 
located on KariVan route (Dover A); 200 
yards from Dover High School . 
$95.00/ month per person . Low hear cost 
and partially furnished. Call Mari 749-
0460 early evenings; Kathy Routhier (8 
am-1 pm 332-8183, or Richard Routhier 
(5pm -3am) 474-9521 extension 2225 
~-A-ut_os_f_or_Sa_i_e __ )I ~ I 
1975 Suzuki GT 750 Water-cooled, two 
stroke, very quick . Always well 
maintained and in excellent mechanical 
condition . A grec1t touring machine. very 
dependable. Set up for Highway with high 
speed touring tires new chain and 
sprockets. rack and sissy bar . crash bars 
and Hwv .pets . Must be seen $1200. Call 
Mark . 868- 7220 
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Classic Volvo 122-2DR . Navy blue sedan. 
Standard drive, sound engine, excellent 
brakes , spare studded snow tires . needs 
minor body work . Mov ing to Calif. in May; 
must sacrifice this vintage car . Asking 
$1100 or best offer . Call Charlie lb- 12 
p.m . or before 10 a.m . (603) 431 -
39145 , 7 
1975 Honda CB360T Excellent condition . 
17,000 miles all the extras - includes 
cover. $775 . call 659 -2583.4 1 5 
Help Wante~ ][11) ------------
Gilford yacht sales (on Lake 
Winnipesaukee-Gilford, N.H. Looking for 
a skilled woodworker for boat repairs . If 
interested, call; Tom 253-7635 . Eve. after 
6 p.m.4 / 30 
Boys Camp (54th year) in New England 
invites applicants for Counselor pos1t1ons . 
Separate specialties : Canoeing , water -
skiing, f ishing, tennis , b.iseJ:)all . ceramics, 
street hockey, weight training , ham radio . 
Other opening . Extra June work available. 
Send full details to Joe Kruger , Camp 
Mah-Kee-Nae, 20 Allen Court, South 
Orange, N.J . 07079.5 7 
Reward for Information leading to help 
with a grueling Living World Course. Call 
742- 7986.5 . 4 
Services and Mepaln I [5J 
CAROL ' S SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
Reasonable rates on school papers, 
reports, etc. Will pick up and deliver if 
transportation is a problem. Please call 
439-4141 anytime.4 / 27 
TYPING--Fast & accurate service . 
Experienced in typing theses, term 
papers, letters, resumes etc. using office-
style typewriter . Three typefaces 
available. Call Dover 742-6643 for further 
details. Reasonable rates.5 / 7. 
WORDPROCESSING . Fas.t versatile, 
professional. Eliminates expensive 
retyping. Perfect for resumes, reports, 
manuscripts , theses, dissertations, 
newsletters, speci.fications. correspon -
dence. Automatic centering, justification, 
headers, pagination. Rush service 
available Call "WORDPLAY" , 431-
4359.4/27 
Does a blue sparkling ocean, salt air in 
your hair and a cool easternly wind 
EXCITE you? The UNH Sailing Team has 
the ANSWER. SAILING LESSONS on 
April 30, May 1st and May 2nd, 9-12, 1-4. 
Sign up at the Club sports office or call 
862-2031 for info.4/ 30. · 
· The Universrty Bookstore has a new 
service window open 4 :30-5.30 after the 
main store has closed. Now you can 
obtain specific items at our window for 
this add1t1onal hour each day . 
Sell your used textbooks year round at the 
new servi ce window of the UNH 
Bookstore . Cash paid 8:30-5 30 Monday -
Friday. · 
Splitting for exot ic places this summer 
with more time on your hands then 
money? We can help you conserve that 
money on air transportation carts so you 
ca n put it into good times on the ground. If 
you 're headed out of th e country, give us a 
call and let our 12 years of experience in 
service to the young , budget conscious, 
international traveler go to work fo~ you . 
WE KNOW ALL THE TRICKS. VIKINGS. 
Call (212) 867-6070 or Toll -free (800) 
223-6130. 
Full time UNH students may apply for a 
display area on our new student crafts 
table . A free service from the University 
Bookstore . See John Maier for details and 
application . 
TYPING : In Durham , close to campu s 
BOC page DS . Call Karen eve s , 
weekends. 868-2538 5 7 
Typing done in my home; IBM Selectri c 
typewriter . Tel : 742 -4704 
Spring Baracuda Jacket , like new, color 
tan , size,40 R only 29.99 call Bill Faulkner 
868 -2722 . 
Waterbed - included : mattress. liner, 
heater, frame, sheets. $1 25 . Cal I Pam 
868-1138.4, 30 
For Sale : - Versatile , framus acoustic 
guitar with s0ft case. S60.00 Call 868-
2925 after 7:00.4 ' 30 
To whoever stole my Levi 's Jean Jacket 
from Nick's Thursday 4 / 15. Please return 
the contents of the pockets - Keys, id 's• 
keep the jacket! No questions asked. 
Return to Philbrook 3186, X-sen 334 or 
the MUB 
lost : Gold heart necklace - could be 
anywhere between Devine Beach and 
downtown Main Street and T-School 
woods . EXTREME SENTIMENTAL 
. VALUE!.' Reward Offered Call Robin 2-
1511 . 
LOST - A · small blue windbreaker with 
hood. Namebrand : White Stag . Last seen 
4 / 17. If found please call 868 -1266. 
STOLEN - One rust arm chair left on 
Devine beach Wednesday- 4 / 21 . Please 
return to Devine Desk - No questions 
asked. 
__ Pe_rso_na_ls _)I ftt I 
Hey Stoney - got any change? 
YOu'll be amazed at all 
the opportunities and 
advantages .the Army 
offers men and women 
with BSN degrees: 
• Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a lib-
eral vacation policy. 
• Real opportunity for advancement and professional 
growth-every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer. 
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation 
course to familiarize you with the Army Medical 
Department. · 
• The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy. 
• Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching 
or additional education. 
See if you qualify. 
Call collect to 
301-677-4891 
The Army Nurse Corps. 
,---------------------------- - -------------7 
1 For-more information, write: 1 
1 
The Army Nurse Corps. : 
Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting : 
Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755 : 
Name __________________________ _ 
Address ___________________ _ Apt. __ 
I 
1 City. State. ZIP ____________________ _ 
I 
1 Phone _____________________ Age ___ ·1 
I CASS NERRC I 
L-------------~------------------------- - - - ~ 
SPRINGTIME IN THE ALPS : Students 
. from Hot el 667 present this elegant 
e v e ning of Swiss Cu1s1ne and 
Ent ert ainme nt . Granit e State Room , 
Memori al Union. 6.30 pm . Admission : 
$14.00. Tickets availabl e at the Memorial 
Union Ticket Office 10 a.m.-4 p .m. 
Monday throu~1h Fmiay Telephone 862 -
2290 5 1 
"Get your own set of Cosmic Wimpout 
and turn on your friends - Call Doug 862-
1319, or John 862-2057 or Bill 868-9717 
a,r1~ .. g_eJ .. yo_u,r~ _t_o_~_a\'.-.'.' .. .. .. .. ............ .. 
P-Nuts, What's up, Babe? Just wanted to 
say that I'm sorry about us lately. You 
know you meari everything to me (more 
than football itself). Love; Skee -Skee P.S. 
Word! 
Roger - Williamson Hall wishes to thank 
you very much for all your help and 
cooperation . It was really appreciated . 
WORK STUDY - Want to work outside this 
summer~ Plc1nt Science needs work study 
students to help Dept . researchers . Call 2 -
1205 4 30 
Have you ever heard the expression 
"SAILORS HAVE MORE FUN, " well, it's 
TRUE, you too can learn from the UNH 
Sailing Team on April 30, May 1st and-
May 2nd, 9-12, 1-4. Come to the Club 
sports office to sign up or call 862-2031 
for info.4 / 30. 
SPRINGTIME IN THE ALPS: Students 
from Hotel 667 present this elegant 
evening of Swiss Cuising and 
Entertainment, Granite State Room , 
Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m. Admission : 
$14.00. Tickets available at the Memorial 
Union Ticket Office 10 a.m.-4 p.m . 
Monday through Friday. Telephone #862-
2290.4/27. 
EVERYTHING YOU ' VE ALWAYS 
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT .. . SAILING, 
BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK!! The UNH 
Sailing Team has the answers. Lessons at 
the Great Bay on April 30, May 1 & 2 . 9-
12, 1-4. Come to the Field House or call 
for info 862-2031.4/ 30. 
DON'T MISS THE BOAT! VIKING SUN 
BOOZE CRUISE--featuring BEN 
BALDWIN on May 11th, last day of 
classes . 7 :30--semi-formal. Call ! aura, 
Beth, Patty, 868-7050. Buy now at the 
MUB cafeteria Tues. or . Thurs. 11 :30-
2:00.4 / 30. F 
The Wall Street Journal Award - has been 
awarded since 1950 to the outstanding 
student in FINANCE; selection made by 
the finance faculty of The Whittemore 
School of Business and Economics. The · 
1982 recipient of Mark J McGreenery, a 
senior Administration major from 
Sudbury, Mass. 
Vicki Resident, Well: it looks like my pen-
pal is flying the coop, climbing out of the 
GHETTO (Ha.ha), breaking this jo~nt. etc .. I 
hope you don 't mind that I gave your 
address to a few of my friends . But I hear 
RICH got your name wrong and 
MARSHALL doesn ' t have your apartment 
number. Oh well, I'll take care of it . 
Anyway, it's been a great year for sales 
and specials , hasn 't it7 I'll keep in touch. I 
don 't think I'll need your forwarding 
address - I'm sure my letters will reach 
you! Good Luck!! Love, Mrs. 8 . 
CONGRATS BINGO PITTS!! Yes he is a 
real person - even if he does wear shirts in 
Lapperville! You will be the best A & F 
editor! Good luck Gevinck! You Loving 
Wheat -Thin . 
WE ARE PROUD TO FEATURE 
TREK® 
AMERICAN HANDBUILT 
FRAMESETS AND BICYCLES 
Moonlight VIKING SUN BOOZE CRUISE 
with Ben Baldwin on May 11, last day of 
classes. 7:30 p.m.--semi-formal. End the 
year with a toast- --. Call Laura, Beth, 
Patty (868-7050). Tickets on sale MUB 
cafeteria, Tues. and Thurs . 11 :30-2.4/ 30. 
OVERSEAS JOBS-- Summer / year rourid . 
Europe, S. America, Australia , Asia . All 
fields .$500-$1200 monthly.Sightseeing.]. 
Free info .Write IJC Box 52-N.H. Corona 
Del Mar , CA. 92625.5 / 4 
I know many of you people out tht. .,ow 
Tom D., but I'm sure I have some L ts of 
knowledge about him that you don 't 
know! 1.) Tom eats ham, mayonaise, and 
nuts at lunch. 2.) Tom enjoys pushing girls 
in mud puddles. 3.) Tom likes to spill 
vanilla ice cream on girl 's pants .. . and his 
own for that matter . 4 .) Tom gave his own 
fish the ick and finally, 5.) Tom likes to get 
me hot under the collar . (Simmering 
hot...Tom??) This little bit of info. makes . 
up the the mud in the salad trick. NOW 
we're even!! K. 
To the Gals of Devine 8th - Finally the long 
awaited weekend is over and I hope you 
all had a great time. I am prejudiced in my 
view because you know how I went into 
this weekend . Stanley, now yciu can 
collect kisses officially and Sylvia you 
have your own private scoop and crown to 
scoop with alfalfa and you don't even 
have to tell us in the morning! Also, your 
lifetime social membership is good when 
you come back next year and come to a 
raid with Mildred and I. Mildred, please 
don't be mad at me! I did not really steal 
your date . We'll just call it an even swap!! 
M i ldred I love you and I am really excited 
to live with you next semester . Have 
yourself a happy little week . You had 
better be nice on Senior Sneak - We were 
just joking (ha, ha.) love ya all! Gertrude. 
To the Guests of RECP 558: Bingo! You 've 
found another clue in you scavenger 
hunt! Continue on and may the best team 
win! Good luck - Hope you have a nice 
day! 
Maravelias - Hope you're looking forward 
to a little "3's" company " this summer. 
No, you're not fired! Yes - we all know 
your alterior motives for FIA This summer 
will be better than shots at the Button! 
Who· else - "the nagger" 
Happy Birthday Laurie! Hope you're all set 
to celebrate this week-end (although I 
don't really have any doubts : it 's amazing 
how much foo -foos can drink when they 
put their minds to it! Just try to stay off the 
Boat Brigade this time, OKJ Love, your 
favorite roommate 
Judy Davis - Thanks for a fun Saturday 
evening . I haven't had that much 
mindless fun in such a long time. I am glad 
I didn 't go the Chips. Sitting on the roof 
with blankets, doritos, pretzel rods, and 
beers watching the nice cars drive by, 
watching the mail men go into Alpha Chi , 
and watching dates go to another PD was 
much more fun . Getting spacy at the 
space center was th8 best!! Haunted 
House, MARS, Black Hole, Froggie (my 
best one), Going up arid down, the nice 
looking attendant, and finally sitting on 
another roof; I really had a great time. 
Thanks, we ' ll have to do it again . Deb. 
John Bowen - Thanks for the talk on Wed ., 
Area I was good I guess! You are such a 
buddy. Hope· you had fun this weekend, 
Sam Social! OHM 
Continued on page 18 
Durham Bike 
Jenkins Court, Durham· 
868-5634 
Open M-F 9-5 





Apartments for rent for schooi year 82'-83'. Walking 
distance to the campus. 2 bedroom apls. for J or4 students: 
S7 .200 for both semesters. I bedroom apts. for 2 students: 
$4.400. Find your own roommate. For appointment call 
8tl8-5542 and ask for Mike. 
CUSTOM T-SHl,RT · PRINTING 
'Businesses, clubs, organizations 
Hats, totes·, goif shirts, 
sweatshirts 
Many styles.available 
No order too small 
N.H. PRINTWORKS 
31.31 Lafayette Road 
?ortsmouth, N. H. 03801 
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PositiYe ID Required 
Next to the Ogunquit Playhouse 
Rt. 1 North Ogunquit, ~IE. 
( 207) 646-9949 
Forni SctYcd Until ~I idnight 
All Entrccs Under ~5.95 
I would like to thank all the people 
involved with Area I. Four very pretty 
ladies. Monica Cooper, Kim Brown, Jill 
Jones & Chaz Hunt, as well as three 
hooser·s, Kent Cherrington, Mark 
Tillotson and Bill Puglisi . We ' re the Batis' 
Signed Harry Zipper . 
Boys Camp (54th year) in New England 
InvItes applicants for counselor positions . 
Seperate specialities : Canoeing , water -
. sk11ng, fishing, tennis, baseball , ceramics, 
street hockey, weight training, ham radio . 
Other openings . Extra June work 
available. Send full details - Joe Kruger, 
- Camp Mah-Kee-Nae 20 Allen Court, 
South Orange, N.J . 07079 
Say, Flan : Happy (wahee) 20th! Here's to 
future corruption of your deaf (what?) and 
innocent roommate . Should we start 
celebrating now or wait till the next 
snowstorm? Hell , let's mix up the tropical 
punch and do some cornbread. Bonne 
Anniversaire! Love, Bo1ng 
To DEB the Quarters Queen - Planning 
anymore trips?! Hopefully no more to 
Montreal II They 're not ready for us yet 
(and we 're not ready forthem!) That "Hot~· 
German beer'II do it to you everytime .. 
What cab ride home7 We'll get them next 
time! Love your Quarter counterpart , 
Andrea . · 
"God made man, but he used a monkey to 
do it ; Apes in the plan, and Xeno 's here to 
prove it ." We 're through being cool We 
think that you stink, too. And we don 't 
comprehend your potato -- you sure ain't 
no real tomato! Yours in Anarchy, Sal 
Putrid and Dwight Trash, Neonihilists. 
Thanks S & D 
Deb and Andrea, my two WILD rommates 
in Montreal. Always remember "If you 
can't be with the one you love, love the 
one you're with!" Deb. P.S. watch out for 
··hot " German beer and aimless walks 
through the combat zone --Bonjour! 
Treat your Sprigg Fever 
rwith ~ne of our specials: 
PrimeRib ... $7.95 Top Sirloin00$6.65 
Indulge in the tenderest and juiciest 
beef you can imagine, at a very easy 
to swallow price. Our Special con-
tinues: Regular portion of our Prime 
Rib, Salad Bar, Potato, Hot Bread 
and Coffee or Tea ... all for $7.95. 
at 
,,::,=--------~ -
J,_ .... ___ 
Old Dover Rd. Newington 
Top Sirloin ... the steak that made us 
famous ... at the irresistable price of 
$6.95 ... served with our abundant 
Salad Bar and Potato and Coffee or 
Tea .... a meal to satisfy any hearty 
Sr,ring appetite. 
at 
Hannon's 16 Third St. Dover 
These Specials are good daily through April 30, 1982 
MASTER CHARGE VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS 
Graduate 
Nurses 
BRUNCH & OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday May 2, 11 - 4 
Exeter's traditionally high standards of patient care have been advanced 
as part of our extensive program of renovation. We want you to join us for 
a very special day, to let us introduce you to our new facilities and 
equipment, share a brunch with us and let you talk informally with the 
members of our nursing staff. You'll learn about our preceptor training 
period for GNs, our ongoing inservice education opportunities, com-
petitive salary and benefits packages, and our earned-time and bonus 
programs. 
We'll be serving brunch from 11- Noon with tours available through the 
afternoon. Please be sure to let us know if you'll be able to join us by calling 
(603) 778-7311, ext. 332, befbre Wednesday, April 28. We'd like to get to 
know you, too. 
~ Exeter Hospital E.,___t_l 10 buzell avenue, exeter, n.h. 03833 
■ ■ an equal opportunity employer 
Good Nevvs! Tile C::it s Close! Is saleing 
away in the MUB starting May 1. Come 
get a good deal on all the extra items we 
have!4 30 
Dear Xeno, Oweezle (and gaud1ans) et, al. 
With such inspIratIon. who needs 
knowledge? Danke, Ronnie Natural 
To the pledges of Delta Zeta - I doubt the 
Margate will ever be the samel But 
neither will you after this upcoming week . 
Thanks for a great pledge dance and get 
really excited about this next week It will 
be the best' We really do love you , (even 
though we don't act It at 5:30 a.m ) 
The Gals of Devine 8th would like to thank 
- Neil Lehoux, Ken K1b1rus, Tim Crawford 
and Mike Madden for excort111g them to 
the honorable Margate, April 23 . Thanks 
a lot! Gertrude, Mildred, Stanley and 
Sylvia . 
In order to discover what something is, 
one must first find out what it is not : Xeno 
Smith is not Richard Nixon, or Henry 
Kissinger, or Afred E. Newman, or 
Timothy Leary Nor is she Frank N. Furter, 
or Brendan DuBois or Mark 
Mothersbaugh or Jello Biafra . But, she 
has been mistaken for John Merrick (hint : 
Bowie played him on stage.) 
Audi-I figured it's been long enough that 
you won 't be taking this for granted. I 
think our tennis is improving--! like your 
back side-oops, I mean back hand! By the 
end of the year we'll be pro status (well, 
maybe by t.he the end of the summer.) Can 
you believe we 're back to our old summer 
jobs already? I Just can't wait to get 
preppy. Want to skip classes tomorrow? 
And I promise to let you go home for a little 
while! Love ya too (also)-your Co-pilot. 
. ·., .. ~{:' .-
:: .:: 
If you have $160 spare bucks and a way to 
get to New York , you can be in Europe by 
the day after tomorrow! AIRHITCH , a new 
concept in air travel to Europe makes It 
possible to fly across the Atlantic from . 
New York 's Kennedy Airport with the 
world·s major airline for the inc·red1ble 
fare of $160. For details call (212) 867-
6070 or. toll-free (800) 223 -6130 
HONEYWELL INC . and Econ Prof. Manley 
Irwin present to- you the impact of 
communication technology througout the 
world' Multinational and Un1vers1ty 
viewpoints. Senate Room, MUB / 1 :00-
2:00 p.m Honeywell Inc . 2 :30-3:30 p.m 
Prof . Manley Irwin Sponsored by 
AIESEC.4 / 30 
Communications Majors Association! 
Informal Nominations & Election of 
Officers Wednesday, April 28, MUB 
Carroll Room, 7 p.m . We need YOUR 
ideas, gripes and suggestions! hope to 
see you there! 
Bozo's Pal (alias B.S.).-I never got to thank 
you for Boston . Kate Hepburn was terrific! 
Don ' t forget your curling iron next week. 
Woof. Before I leave we'll have to get 
together and blow ofJ another Friday at 
Happy Hour. Love Boo! 
To the Pledges of Phi Mu - Get psyched for 
the most exciting week of pledgeing, but , 
don't lose too much sleep - you'll need to 
be rested for the PD.! Love, the sisters of 
Phi Mu 
SCOOP - Good job!!! GO FOR IT!' You'll 
make a damn good editor. You've 
definately living up to your name'! Next 
semester Is gonna be a good one! Love ya. 
Asst. Scoop 
...... , ,.· 
Uppercut, Inc. 
Durham Shopping Plaza 
868-7363 
Before we even touch your hair, 
we 'II talk about how it should look. 
LEARN ALASKA 
This summer the nation's foremost wilderness- training 
center, THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP 
SCHOOL, will offer a unique backcountry educational 
program-The Summer Semester in Alaska. 
Learn and practice an extensive curriculum of wilderness 
skills while exploring the remarkable backcountry of 
America's last frontier. This 
intensive 75-day course 
includes: 
~ One month kayaking 
among the remote 
islands and glaciers of 
Prince William Sound. 
• A full scale four-week gla-
cier expedition which in-
cludes thorough instruction 
snow and ice climbing, 
route finding and glaciology. 
• A two-week backpack-
ing expedition, studying 
the ecology and biology 
of the arctic tundra. 
This rigorous wilderness experi-
ence is open to men and 
women 18 years and older. 
14 units of college credit (optional) 
June 1 - August 14 June 8 - August 21 
June 15 - August 28 
For more information write: NOLS 
P.O. Box AA, Dept. U-82 
Lander, Wyoming 82520 
or call (307)332-6973 
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Kimball shines at Penn Pelays· 
Women's lacrosse tedit 
is nipped by Brown, 7-6 
By Jim Kinney 
The UN H men's track team 
prepared for the upcoming 
championship meets by running in 
a pair of invitational meets last 
weeken<;i. Coach John Copeland 
took three athletes to the 
prest1g1ons Penn Relays' on 
Thursday and the rest of the team 
to the Oartmouth Invitational on 
Sunday'. , 
- Senior Dean Kimball set a new 
school ·record of 29:06.8 for the 
I 0.000 meter run finishing 8th at 
the prerpier track event in the East 
during the spring. 
Kimball looks forward to a long 
post season as he has qualified for 
the NCAA 's to be held in June. 
· The other· two athletes that went 
down did not fare as well. The 
UNH athletes found out first hand 
some of the problems associated 
with high caliber meets . 
Senior tri-captain Guy Stearns 
became the victim of ad-
ministrative problems as. "he was 
not allowed proper warm up time. 
" according to Copeland, and 
consequently had problems m his 
5,000 meter (3.1 mile) race. Stearns 
ran well through two miles but felt 
the effects of the shortened warm-
up as he finished in 14:15.1. which 
was 12 seconds off his best time 
this year. 
The other athlete with problems 
was senior pole vaulter Bill 
Marc?tte who along with 15 of th~ _ 
other 19 athletes could not clear 
the opening height of 15 feet 6 
inches. Eventually on·1y fhree 
athletes cleared that height and 
none above it so places were 
determined by number of misses. 
Marcotte along with the rest of 
the team is preparing for the 
Eastern Collegiate Conference 
meet this week. The meet is mad·e 
up of about 20 Division I and 11 
teams from throughout New 
England . It will be held this 
Saturday at U Mass in Amherst. 
UNH will send a strong 
contingent including Marcotte, 
who was the meet 's indoor 
champion, and Dean Kimball '. 
who was the champion in the 5K. 
Kimball will probably run the 1500 
meters Saturday though. 
Marcotte feels almost ready 
saying. "I didn't get my approach 
down at the Penn Relays so I am 
going to have to work on my steps, 
but I look forward to the good 
competition especially from the 
vaulters from Southern 
Connecticut State College." 
The rest of the team prepared for 
the stiff competition by taking part 
in a ten team invitational meet at 
Dartmouth on Sunday. Most 
looked to improve their times for 
qualifying for the Easterns and 
New Englands two weeks later. 
Joel Dennis' throw of 157 feet 3 
inches was almost two feet off his 
discus record, but he loo_ls_s to be_ in 
UNH Woman Athlete of the Year (team sport) Carla Hesler. 
Hesler, Milligan honored 
~ --seven person selection committee voted Carla Hesler and Kelly 
M1lhgan UNH women athletes of the year at Sunday's annual 
. women's Athletic Awards Banquet held in the Memorial Union 
Building. 
A two sport senior from Lynnfield, Mass .. Hesler was the "team 
spor(" selection for her efforts in field hockey and lacrosse. Hesler, a 
two time All-American selection in field hockey is also a member of 
the U.S. National Field Hockey Squad. As a tri-captain this past 
season. Helser led the team in scoring with nine goals and six assists 
for 15 points. In addition. she also serves as a tri-captain on the 
lacrosse team and currently leads the team in scoring as well. 
Milligan. the "individual sport" selection is a native of Moose. 
Wyoming. This year as a sophomore, Milligan finished fifth in the 
7.5 kilometer cross country race in the AIAW National Ski 
Championship and was awarded All-American honors for her 
efforts . She wa~ also named to the All-East team after winning in . 
that same race in the Eastern AIA W Championship . 
Other Women Athlete of the Year nominees included Theresa 
Redmond and Martha Morrison (basketball). Marcv Pannabec-ker 
(hockey), Beth MacDonald (softball). Kathy Brandell (cross 
country). Lucia Cancelmo (gymnastics). Beth Howley (tennis), and 
Sue Hersko\it1 (swimming) . 
the top three at the conference 
mtet on Saturday said Copeland. 
He also could be high in the shot 
put though Copeland is trying to 
concentrate on the discus. 
The hurdle events look to be 
another strong point for UNH 
with iitrong runners in the . I IO 
meter highs and the 400 meter 
intermediates. Sophomore Arnold 
Garron. who won the shorter event 
in 15.3. along with senior tri-
captain Steve Smith. who waS' 
third in a time of 15.4, both figure 
to score valuable team points at the 
Easte'rns. Meanwhile a pair of 
personal records by sophomore 
Paul Hinsch (55.8) and junior 
James Howe (56.9) give UNH a 
strong threat in the intermediate 
hurdles. 
· Certainly the surprises of the 
day were freshmen Aaron Lessing 
and Dennis Dobe who ran I :54~7 
and I :54.9 clockings in the 
separate heats ot the 800 meter 
run. 
The women's lacrosse team the unusually slick field. 1-~_: 
discovered they were seeded Hesler's heroics accounted for 
number two by the AIAW the comeback in the second half, ): : 
~~~!enr~;;_n~ut ~e~;~t~;nt ~~~~~!~ ~~! \~: 1:f:~e~:_nkif h!~a~i~~~~ :
1
,: ; 
to the number three team- Brown goals came from sophomore Ann 
University- by a slim 7-6 margin. Murphy (her first of the season) ! : 
The Wildcats will play Brown in and defenseman Linda Neilson. !;j 








w 3-2,Ssuffered their !i:, :,•. 
tournament to e e at a e irst oss o t 1e year aturday at the 
University this weekend. Number hands of a tough U Mass squad. t 
one seed Harvard will take on Pam Moryl. the Minutewomen's : ! 
fourth ranked Yale. leading scorer. connected three l; 
Despite a stellar performance by times in a row to provide UMass 1·; 
UN H's Carla Hesler. who was with a 5-1 cushion at the half. Ii; 
named Women Athlete of the Year As they did in the Brown game . . : 1 
one day· earlier, the Wildcats we're UN H came storming back in the /.i 
unable to pull out a win on the second half with three unanswered I~ 
slippery field in Providence. Hesler goals, but was on the short end of 1: 
scored four goals on the afternoon, the 5-4 final score. Sophomore , ~ 
raising her season's total to 12 in Laurie Leary (8 goals, 4 assists ! : 
five games. going into the Brown contest) led · 
Brown took it to the 'Cats early. the 'Cats by scoring once in the 1.·~_: 
peppering netminder Deb Cram first . half and again in the final , 
with 17 shots in the first half. UNH minutes of the game. Linda· 
was down 3-1 after the first 25 Neilson and Ellen Foster 
minutes largely becamse of their accounted for the other two UNH 
inability to pick up ground balls O_!!~}alli~s. "I was glad to be in the slow heat 
so I could get out and cook in the 
race." said Lessing. .1.----------------------------_,j; 
Javelin thrower David Wells is - Softhallers drop two 
typical of many athletes who have 
little technical problems in their 
event. As coach Copeland 
explains," I was on the road from 
Tuesday through Sunday (at 3 
different meets) so I did not get a 
chance to work with the athletes 
_ this week. but I was real happy 
with how ready each of them were 
for a meet. We have some of these 
technical problems to work out. 
but I feel we will be as ready as 
anybody, because we are as ready 
as we have ever been ·for a 
championship meet." 
-LAXMEN-
( continued from page 20) 
said Robertson. "We've been in 
this situation before. and pulled it 
out, but not today." 
UNH's immediate attention is 
turned to Brown U niversitY: 
Ranked number three in New 
England, Brown will be tough for 
UNH, but fortunately for the 
Wildcats, the game is at home. 
Wednesday at 3 p.m. Still sitting in 
the back of their minds, though, is 
the rematch against U Mass on 
May 13 at UNH . 
"I talked to my father after the 
game," said the UNH Coach. "He 
thanked me for the nine goal lead, 
and I reminded him that they still 
have to come to Durham." 
By Nancy Marrapese 
The UNH women's softball 
team dropped a doubleheader "this 
weekend to Bridgewater State 
College losing 3-0 and 4-1. 
The losses were the result of 
their continued inability to 
generate offense . '°:"• 1 
"Some people that are normally 
good hitters are not hitting and are 
frustrated because of it." said tri-
captain Beth MacDonald. "We 
have really good hitters on the 
team but they can't seem to figure 
out what's wrong," added tri-
captain Mary Lou Bates. ''It's 
. fundamenial. Anyone can be a 
good hitter with the right mental 
attitude and-a little guidance." 
All three runs for Bridgewater in 
the first game were scored in the 
bottom of the sixth inning. Donna 
Ruseckas led off with a triple. 
Andrea Enabenter came up next 
and hit a grounder to short. The 
ball took a bad hop and tri-captain 
Mary Ryan couldn't play it, 
enabling Ruseckas to score. 
Liz Donegan hit a single 
advancing Enabenter to second. 
Chris Bono bunted up the line. 
sacrificing Enabenter to third and 
Donegan to second. Pat Santin 
came _ up next and layed down a 
perfect bunt. scoring Enabenter 
and advancing Donegan· ·10 
eventually scoring on a single by 
Lynn Luks. 
[ he Lady Wildcats were able to 
· load the bases t'wice in the game·. 
were unable to score any runs. 
Despite good defense and 
effective pitching by Terri "T" 
Lavin in the second game, UN H 
was only able to score one run. 
"In the four years we've been -! 
here we've started out slowly bul • 
·we've . . been able to improve: · 
~xplained MacDonald. "We've 
always known we could overcome 
the problem. This year it seems 
we're not improving. We spring a 
new leak everytime we take the 
field. It's easy to understand a loss 
when you know what the problem 
is . But you can't sin~le out any one 
. thing." 
Bates concurred. "In my four 
years here, I've never been this 
frustrated . Not even in my 
freshman year when I sat on the 
bench . Everyone is out there giving 
110 percent and it just seems how 
ever hard we try, another problem 
seems to come up." 
"The hardest thing about 
Saturday's games, and the whole 
season." continuted MacDonald, 
"is that we had a team to begin with 
and we've watched the team fall 
apar:t: not only on the field but 
from within." 
The two losses this weekend 
drop their· record to a 
disappointing 2-10. The team is 
scheduled to play a doubleheader 
in Providence on Tuesday. 
UNH Woman Athlete of the Year (individual sport) Kelly Milligan. 
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Father knows best • ID UMass 13-4 victory 
By Kent Cherrington 
They were primed for a victory . 
The UN H lacr,osse team went to 
Amherst Saturday afternoon for a 
game against U Mass. The weather 
was beautiful along with the 
quality of the playing field . More . 
than ~000 screaming, drinking fans 
were m attendance, more than the 
Wildcats have seen all year. And 
UN H head coach Ted Garber was 
after his first victory in four years 
over his father, coach of the 
undefeated M inutcmen. 
But Saturday wasn't the day . 
Wildcat face off specialist C_had 
Doe won the opening faccofL 
something he repeated 12 of 13 
times in the first half. But after 
th~t. few things went right for the 
Wildcats . UNH didn't score until 
16 sccq_nds left in the second 
period. but by then, U Mass had 
built up a 9-0 lead . U Mass went on 
;i -: .• ;;~.:.. '"'I • 
UNH's Steve Glover was shut down by a persistent UMass defense Saturday and the result was a 
disappointing 13-4 loss to the Minµtemen. (Henri Barber photo) 
.to win 13-4. dropping UN H's 
record to 4-3. 
UN H had their troubles picking 
up ground balls . They overthrew 
their outlet passes. and dropped 
passes that should have been 
_ caught. The offensive attack was 
present. but the good shots on net 
were not there . Each team had 
their reasons . 
" Poise is the kcv," said UNH 
coach Garber. "If ·you come out 
fla t< you're not going to win . It's 
ve ry obvious why we lost. In the 
first half. we played egg-in-the-
spoon lacrosse. w_e couldn't do 
much right." However, Garber did 
admit that U 1\: H made some good 
plays despite its tightness. 
U Mass credited themsel ves with 
good defense in the first half which 
did in the Wildcats. "We put 
defensive pressure on their attack," 
said U Mass coach Dick Garber. 
"N ot so much shutting them off. 
because you can't do that to 
Glover, Fitzpatrick and Byrnes. 
but we made them work to get the 
ba ll." 
Massachu,'-Clts All-Star .Jim 
Weller, who had two goals and two 
assists. said, "We left a man on 
Glover all day and that pretty 
much shut him down, which shut 
down their whole offense." 
Despite the lopsided score and 
below average performance bv 
UN H, the game was actually close'r 
than it sounds. Sure, U Mass 
moved the ball well and played 
good defense. But UNH didn't 
play bad defense either. 
"We (defense) pretty much held 
our own." said tri-captain Mark 
Robertson. a dcfenscman. "The 
team made some mental errors and 
some fundamental crror\i. Just 
basic mistakes." 
It was sophomore Mike 
Fit1patrick that got the Wildcats 
on the board . He tipped in a Brian 
Byrnes pass to prevent a scoreless 
first half. 
Weller. of U Mass. did what 
Steve Glover couldn't do. At 5:32 
of the second period. Weller scored 
his 1_45th career goal, breaking the 
all-time U Mass scoring mark. 
Glover failed in his attempt to 
brea k the Wildcat scoring mark . 
The junior attackman is tied with 
John Fay with 116 caree r goal s. 
UN H made a small comeback at 
the end of tnc third period and 
start of the fourth period. Chad 
Doc. Peter Drummond and Don 
Brown scored unanswered goals to-
cut the deficit to eight goals. Rut it 
wouldn't be enough as the UMass 
goalies (three on the game) shut off 
the Wildcat scoring the rest of the 
wa y_ 
Senior Ed Schwab got the nod 
as the · Wildcat goalie, and played 
well. Frustration set in with . the 
'Cats when the lead rose to 9 goals. 
"I thought it would be closer." 
sai? Weller. "They've been in quite 
a _ le\\: close g.amcs recently . But 
alter 1t was 9-1, we basically knew 
we had the game." 
UNH thought differently. "At 
the half, coach told us to come 
ha.ck and get them one at a time " 
- \ . 
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Sun shiries on UNH crew team's first home meet 
By Todd Balf 
· Former sports iF1formation 
director at UNH, John "Doc" 
Enos returned to UNH Saturday 
for his annual spring ritual of 
rooting on the Wildcats in either a 
home baseball or lacrosse game. 
However, in this season of 
cancelations, Enos changed his 
spring ritual slightly by rooting for 
the crew team instead. 
Along with a slew of students, 
kids, parents, dogs and frisbees 
that lined the banks of the Oyster 
River, Enos watched -the UNH 
crew team take on Amherst and 
Williams in the first crew meet of 
the season. 
Traveling by shuttle bus, cars, 
bikes and on foot, approximately 
400 people basked in Saturday's 
sunshine and cheered four UNH 
boats to victory over the 1700 meter 
course. 
The picnic-type atmosphere 
prevailed despite heavy ·winds 
which swept .down the river and 
blew 'Snacks, towels and books 
around the large field, bordering 
Rte. 4 and the river. 
For the most part, the crowd's 
attention stayed on the staggered 
races because of the sound system 
set-up by the UNH crew team 
which provided play-by-play for 
the races. A broadcast of the first 
1500 meters of the race was given 
by' way of a motor boat trailing the 
three teams' boats, while former 
UNH standout coxswain Jim 
Quigly, who will try out for the 
national team later this year, 
provided the play-by-play on the 
shore. 
"Crew ts really hard to follow 
unless you're in the boat or have a 
• friend rowing," said crew coach 
Randy Ford. He said the sound 
system, which was borrowed from 
the athletic department, provided 
a way to keep the crowd involved 
in the races. 
"We did some good public 
relations work to get the crowd 
out." said crew mcm bcr Mic hac I 
Strauch, who was on the winning 
lightweight squad. 
Strauch said the crowd scattered 
along the river bank and the 
"UNH, UNH, UNH"cheersthat 
were ringing out, created an 
excitement similar to that of 
coming out under the final bridge 
on the Charles River and hearing 
the roar of noise. 
On the eve of being a club sport 
for ten years, Ford said the crew 
team hopes to ad~ another home 
meet to their schedule next year. 
He said their traveling schedule 
usually means waking at 5 a .m .. 
Saturday, lugging their cargo onto 
a Kari-Van bus and driving five 
hours to Division 11 crew meet. 
"And Sunday is recovery day," 
said Ford, who graduated from 
UNH last year. 
Besides working out every day 
the crew team also raises funds for 
the costly boats, organizes home 
races and recruits novice rowers. 
In fact, Ford said this year_'s team is 
nearly 80 percent freshmen after 
last year's graduation wiped out 
their varsity boats. 
However, the youngsters are 
holding their own as was shown 
Saturday. Riding a heavy tail 
wind, the men's second freshmen 
eight boats beat Williams by more 
than IO seconds (5:53.61) in the 
third race of the day: ~arlier, the 
men's lightweight boat. (in which 
six members double as the crew on 
the heavyweight boat) downed 
Williams and Amherst in the 
opening race with a time of 
5:13.21. 
In the women's second freshmen 
eight, UNH held almost a two-
length advantage over Amherst 
when a miscue threw the Wildcats 
stroking pattern out of its groove. 
The crowd groaned as the UN H 
women futiley attempted to 
recover in time to catch Amherst. 
Later UNH split the featured 
races. With a tired men's 
heavyweight team finishing a 
disappointing last and the highly 
regarded women's team streaking 
to an easy victory in 6: 17.19. nearly 
32 seconds ahead of Amherst. 
Despite winds and cooler 
weather _ few students or parent 
bud¥ed from their shorel,inc seats 
during the three hours of 
competition. 
"We .work out as-. hard as a 
varsity sport," said Ford during 
the ra~es. "The title club sport is 
essentially · a name . Besides 
practi~e every day they have to 
organize fund raising events. 
"You learn a lot more than j~st . 
rowing," he said. 
· The UNH Crew Team broke the finish line enough times Saturday to win their first,and only. home meet on Oyster River.(Tim Skeer photo) 
